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There’s

no

how far

telling

some

people will go to get
their delegates’
<■1,

attention

at

conferences.
Understandable, really. Once a delegate’s office knows where to contact him,
the best speaker won’t be able to hold his attention!

even

The

problem with far-off conference venues, however, lies in their inaccessibility
“Shipping” delegates backwards and forwards is a time consuming and costly
exercise, and, should one of them need to get back home in a hurry, well
-

.

.

.

The Kadoma' Ranch Motel is

just over an hour’s drive from Harare City Centre
and we’re convinced that that, in itself is reason enough as to why the Kadoma
Ranch Motel is the ideal

venue

for your

conference.

Of course, we could tell you about our excellent conference facilities, our
luxurious (and we really mean luxurious) accommodation and fine cuisine —
but every other venue you consider will probably say much the same. We would
rather have you

delighted

to

tell us what you’re looking for in a conference venue
see just how accommodating we can be.

-

you’ll be

Kadoma Ranch Motel

CSuuuD
Kadoma Ranch Motel

Kadoma Ranch Motel is

The
a

Telephone Kadoma 2321/2/3/4/5

Conference Specialists

division of Art
or

Corporation Limited
write to P.O. Box 874, Kadoma, Harare
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The OAU:
rrrrn^

Remembering, Reflecting, Hoping

As we join the rest of the African community in commemorating the Silver Jubilee of the Organization of
African Unity (OAU), we want to remember the historical
basis of Pan Africanism, to reflect on the successes and
failures of the OAU ever since its inception, and to hope
that the future will be brighter. In doing so, we also wish to
pledge our unflinching commitment to the ideals and objectives upon which the Founding Fathers established the
OAU in 1963: Pan Africanism, African Liberation, African
Unity.
^
The OAU finds its origins m the historical legacy that is
Africa’s: five hundred years of chronic underdevelopment
at the hands of invaders from the northern
hemisphere; the
scourge of a slave trade that cost the continent an es-

timated 10 million to 100 million able-bodied persons; a
colonial era that has further ravaged and sapped Africa’s

capacity to
threatens

save

itself; and

a

neo-colonial phase that

will to survive and

recover our history,
destiny. The Wretched of the Earth: it is more our
wretchedness that holds us together, deprivation, denigration, commonly abused and abased on the basis of our
colour; and it is less out of strength, less of a real unity, less
of a well-thought out revolutionary agenda, that Pan
Africanism emerges as a rallying call for the Black Person
to rise and throw off the yoke of a historical
legacy that has
done almost everything to destroy us. And so the OAU:
and at least the near attainment of the objective that
Mother Africa will soon be totally liberated from (white)
even our

our

colonial rule.
So for that piece of Africa so far not liberated, the OAU
has more than a special significance. For the Southern
African situation in general, and that of South Africa in

particular, constitutes an important element in the growth
and development of the OAU, often providing a raison
d’etre for the organization itself. Indeed, the main purpose

of the OAU’s Liberation Committee has been the task of

mobilizing and providing support to the Liberation Struggle of Southern Africa. In the final analysis, it will have
been the efforts of the peoples of these countries that
brought National Independence to Angola, Mozambique
and Zimbabwe; and it is the people of South Africa and

Namibia that will soon overthrow white settler colonialism
and thereby attain National Independence in their respecfive countries. But the OAU (and its Liberation Commit-

tee) has played its part in this process (of Liberation)
through which Africans all over the continent and beyond

have become so mobilized about the issue of Southern
Africa - and South Africa in particular - that they feel part
of that Liberation Struggle. And so it is in Southern Africa
that there has developed a sub-grouping of the OAU, the
Frontline States: now a formidable rear base for the

Liberation

Struggle; tomorrow, particularly with South
a viable basis for the political,

Afripa liberated, hopefully

economic and social transformation of the entire continent. For the liberation of South Africa will represent not

2

i

only the last act of the decolonization of Africa, but the
genesis of a new struggle to shape African history.
Yet it is so far on the basis of Africa’s largely negative
historical experiences that Pan Africanism (and the OAU)
has been built and developed: Underdevelopment, Slavery,

Racism and Colonialism. But it is under Neo-colonialism
that our condition has become so self-perpetuated and so
self-accentuated that it is now almost impossible to convince the new generation of Africans that the major causes
of Africa’s current ills are to be found in the
imperialist

and colonialist

legacy.
According to a recent survey, since 1960, 3 out of 5
countries in North Africa, 10 out of 15 in West Africa, 5
out of 8 in East

Africa, and 7 out of 8 in Central Africa
have been under military rule at least once. Add to all this
scene of political malaise the
significance of the fact that
none of the
Founding Fathers of the OAU were present at
the Silver Jubilee Celebrations in Addis Ababa in
May
1988: a good number of them having been victims of the
musical chairs that is now clearly part of oiu political culture in Africa. And what about the issue of Human
Rights
our

Democracy? Or the related

one

of the plight of

African radical scholars and activists that have been forced
into exile, declared enemies of the State when their mission
is simply to see how best the African condition can be im-

proved?
The political crisis itself is

an outcome

of the economic

crisis. Africa’s condition is pregnant with crisis: it accounts
for about 10% of the total World population but contributes only about 1% of the total industrial output and
less than 3% of the total gross national product. Africa has
22 of the 36 poorest countries of the world; and the lowest
per

capital income of all the continents. It has

a

foreign

debt of between 150 and 200 billion US dollars; and the
rate of inflation is about 25% annually.
The question is whether Africa, and the OAU in particular, can in the next 25 years begin to translate Pan
Africanism into a mobilizing agency through which the
continent will liberate itself from a cisis that is both

economic, social and political. To do so will require that
Pan Africanism itself be redefined, less in terms of those
negative aspects of Africa’s historical experience, and
more in terms of a genuine assessment and evaluation of
Africa’s own culpability in this current malaise. More important, it will require that the leaders of Africa learn to
recognize - as they did during the Struggle for National Independence - that hope lies in the African masses themselves: when the masses are
put squarely back in history,
when their relations with their rulers are characterized by
democratic interactions and mutual learning; when the
problems in their path to unity and organizations are
resolved;' when they and their democratic organizations
seek to delink from the international capitalist system; and
when the victory of the patriotic popular forces is achieved.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

argument

Development Aid
There is an old saying that a lie
becomes a truth however many
times you repeat it. But in some circumstances I doubt whether this is so,
never

especially when I look at development

aid that arrives from the Western
world to most of the African

countries, and

some

parts of Asia and

Latin America. One must be aware of
the fact that the question of development aid is not a decision made once
and for all in the different countries
that usually earmark some of their national income to be spent in the socalled Third World (whatever might
be the Fourth or the Fifth World ). In
many European countries, the question of development aid creates hard

political confrontation. Many a
politician in these countries has seen
his or her career stopped and forever
lost in this battle. And this is always

because he or she has miscalculated
the reactions of the people to see
some of their
tax money heading

South.
On the other

hand, and

more

im-

portant, there are politicians who help

their own stars to rise through a negative point of view towards development aid. Le Pen in France might be
the best example, at least the most

well-known, but there are others as
clever, and, according to my opinion,
as dangerous as this French
right-wing
clown. (My excuse to all the world’s
circuses.) In the Scandinavian
countries
for the time being most
acute in Norway - there are politicians
that are really passionately trying to
put an end to all development aid.
The leader for The Progress Party (?)
has a possibility of becoming Prime
Minister if elections were held right
-

now.

And that

man

has declared that

he is

going to put an end to all Norwegian development aid if - or when he comes to power. Furthermore, he
is going to close the Ministry that
deals with development for good.
And it is when I

come
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to this man’s

-

and other politicians like

him that I arrive at the point of "the
lie that never will transform into a
truth". One of the basic arguments
that these politicians use, is that "the
-

development money only feeds the
people
in
developing

corrupt

countries". The stories of the

enor-

corruption in Africa is common.
You cannot read many leading hourgeoisie newspapers in Europe without
finding one or another hint to this
mous

"basic" fact about Africa.
We have to remember

that the

development money that is spent in
Africa, for example, does not come
from

some

or

other

"rich

but

anonymous man". The money is the
result of the hard work of the working

class, and the

money

is entirely taken

of taxation. Most of these people
believe in development aid. They
would vote for politicians that look
out

development aid as important.
they do not want the money
to be spent in a bad way and that ineludes corruption. But they are realistic enough to understand that the difupon

Of

course

ferences between their own countries
and Africa cannot be that big. They

easily understand that this is basically
a question of difference in
degrees. In
the developed world, the people with
opportunities have "developed" new,
invisible and hard-to-trace ways of
feeding themselves through corruption. In Africa, the methods might be
more
openly visible, but that is
probably the main difference. The
matter of a degree.
But as long as some leading rightwing politicians in Europe and the
United States are fighting the fact that
development money is spent, they will
continue to use this vulgar argument.
And I am afraid that in some
countries they will succeed, if the
Africans themselves do not start fight-

ing against these myths and lies.
To me, a European expatriate,
living for some time now in Africa, it
is a simple basic fact that the corruption in Africa is not

worse

than in

Europe and the United States. It

would

indeed

become

kind

of

catastrophe if the working-class in
some
parts of Europe would be
misled by politicians who use these
kinds of lies, out of their right-wing
opinion.
In our time, the flood of
development aid is both necessary and natural
in the effort to create what
might be a
better world. To this, most people in
Europe answers a strong "Yes". But I
think it is necessary, even from the
African point of view to react to the
massive lies that are spread. This must
be a mutual task. (And then, of
course, try hard to fight corruption
where it undoubtedly is a reality).
Henning MmVx\\,Kabompo, Zambia

Social Movements

Workshop
Some of the coordinators at the
Codesria conference in Harare seem
to have little
understanding of the difference between an organic social
movement and an unorganic one,
hence their sensationalist preoccupation with "unorganised movements".

A

Speaker’s

Encyclopaedia

of

Stories, Quotations and Anecdotes by
Jacob M. Braude, Judge of the
Court of Cook County, Illinois

Circuit
(Ninth

Printing April 1968 82404)

once

described under the item confusion:
"A co-ordinator is a man who
brings

organised chaos

out of

confusion".

regimented

I think all the participants
Pan African Workshop should

in this
submit
their written impressions of their
honest opinion of the proceedings to

the SAPEM Editorial Board.
What did Antonio Gramsci really
mean when he talked of "the
organic"
in Prison Note Books. Reference to a

contemporary pamphlet might assist
us
deconstructing some of the hidden
and symbolical agenda of our collective enemy

in the region. Howard
Brinton, who is cited in the Masuko
paper, once declared in a public lecture on the history of the
Society of

Friends in 1931

on

page

34:
3

"An emergent

organic development

differs fundamentally from a mechanical process. An eclipse can be ac-

and seed and sunshine enables us to

emancipation of Mother Afrika to

predict the appearance of a new
variety of flower."

defenestrate from all concerned fora,

There is therefore a need for
African intellectuals who have organic

carately foretold because it is conditurned by mechanical laws. But no
knowledge however complete of soil

roots

in the

even our own

Thomas

struggle for the total
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REGIONAL NEWS

border.

South Africa
Three Million Workers

Stage
Successful Stayaway.

Some three million workers this
month heeded a call by the country’s

largest trade union federation to stage
a
three-day peaceful stayaway to
protest the new Labour Relations
Amendment Bill and the February
banning of 17 anti-apartheid groups.
The action cost industry an estimated US$ 250 million.
The 700,000-strong Congress of
South African Trade Unions (Cosatu)
and the National Council of Trade
Unions (Nactu), which has a paid up

membership of 150,000 joined forces
for the three day action.
The Labour Relations Amendment
Bill which will be enacted this year is a

major

of conflict between
the
proposed legislation restricts many of
their hard-won rights over the last
source

unions and business. Unions say

decade.
Cosatu’s

Secretary General, Jay
Naidoo, said the Bill severely curtailed the right to strike, infringed on
employees’ job security, and allowed
employers to bankrupt unions through
litigation.
The three-day stayaway on June 6, 7
and 8 was also jomed by schools, with
some
schools registering a 100%
boycott.
The protest was also significant because

the

workers

showed

Calls up Reserves

The current Angolan peace initiatives appear in jeopardy as Pretoria
mobilised its army reserves this month

large-scale build up of
Cuban
and
Angolan troops in
southern Angola, near the Namibian
to eounter a
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spokesperson for the South West
Africa
People’s
Organisation
(SWAPO) in Angola has said that the
build-up, which also includes troops
of the People’s Liberation Army of
Namibia (PLAN), is to root out South
African troops from southern Angola.
Pretoria has claimed that the callup

is not

a

full-scale mobilisation of

the South African military, but political analysts say this could spell a new
invasion into southern Angola by the
South African Defence Force.
South Africa invaded Angola in October 1986 with up to 8,000 troops

equipped with heavy artillery,

ar-

moured cars and surface-to-air missiles.
The first round of peace talks,
chaired by the United States, on the
war in Angola and Namibia’s inde-

pehdence were held in London on
May 3-4. South Africa and Angola
held bilateral talks later in the month
in Brazzaville in the Congo.
Both sessions were aimed at finding
a
timetable for the withdrawal of
some

35,000 Cuban troops from An-

gola and for the pullout of South
African troops from southern Angola
and
Namibia.
neighboring
Washington sources say that a further
round of talks between key players in
Angola’s civil war is imminent and the
talks will probably be held again in the
Congo.

Namibia

their

strength during the eountry^s state of
emergency, which virtually outlaws
protest action.
South Africa

room

A

Over 30,000 Students out on Strike
A school boycott which began in
northern Namibia has snowballed into
a national crisis with more than 30,000
students boycotting classes to protest
the presence of military bases near
schools.
The boycott began on March 17,
when the Ponhofi Secondary School
in northern Namibia was closed down
after its 600 pupils emptied the class¬

to

protest the close

proximity of

South African military base. Now,
more than 35 secondary and
primary
schools nationwide have joined the
a

boycott, mainly in solidarity with the
schools in the war-torn north.

Pupils and teachers at these schools
claim that the presence of the bases is
a risk to their lives, which are en-

dangered whenever guerillas for the
People’s Liberation Army of Namibia
(PLAN) launch attacks on the camps.
The students and teachers

are

often

caught in the crossfire when South
African Security Forces retaliate.
Nambia’s South African-appointed
Administrator General Louis Pienaar,
has refused to order the bases moved
and has suggested that the security
forces build bomb shelters at the affected schools.

Students, teachers and parents have
rejected the suggestion and the
boycott continues to spread.

Mozambique
300 Refugees

Flee Daily to Malawi.

Some 300 "Mozambicans

a day flee
Malawi, and currently there are
500,000 refugees in the southern part
of Malawi. Last year, there were only
70,000 refugees in Malawi, but U.N.
Aid agencies estimate the figure will
rise to 750,000 by May 1989 if the cur-

into

of influx continues.
The refugees are herded into camps
which have been provided no security
rent rate

by Malawian authorities. In Maputo,
there are fears that such camps could
become recruiting grounds for the
Mozambique National Resistance
(MNR).
Malawi has been accused of sup-

porting the South African-backed
rebels, providing them with a crucial
base following the 1984 Nkomati
Peace Accord which made it difficult
for South Africa to openly continue its

support for the rebels.
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LONRHO; PART OF THE STRENGTH
y

OF ZIMBABWE
Lonrho's great strength lies in its ability to create'much needed foreign
exchange, notably through exports but also by way of import substitutions.
The diversity of its many activities enable Lonrho to make a major impact on
Zimbabwe's economy.

Among the most prominent of Lonrho's currency earners are:-

MINING IN ZIMBABWE
produces over one third of the Nation’s gold.and constant
enables the Company to look forward to increased output in the

Lonrho
investment

future.

THE WATTLE COMPANY LIMITED
Z$ll million exports of wattle extract and coffee.

58 000

LONRHO RANCHING OPERATIONS
— helping the C.S.C.'s beef export drive.

prime cattle on six ranches

DAVID WHITEHEAD TEXTILES LTD.
Exported over Z$16 million worth of products in 1987.
LONRHO MOTOR INDUSTRIES LTD.
agricultural tractors. Manufacturers of
vehicle components and parts.

Assemblers of commercial vehicles and

Our purpose —

self sufficiency in Zimbabwe through development and
improved lechnologv.

LONRHO
PART OF THE STRENGTH
OF ZIMBABWE

LINTAS: WORLDWIDE 8062
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Organisation of African Unity: Rough Road
Ahead
Special Correspondent
Celebrating

a

silver jubilee is

no

small feat for the Organisation of
African Unity (OAU) founded 25
years

ago

on

the

of

wave

pan-

africanism.
On May 25, 1963, representatives of
32 governments signed the OAU
charter declaring themselves convinced of the common need to achieve
total decolonisation of the continent.
Now the Pan-African body boasts a

membership of 50 African nations,
who reaffirmed the need

assembly

of the
this goal.

achieve
The OAU

the 24th

at

organisation

celebrated

its

to

silver

jubilee however amid deepening
gloom over the continent’s worsening
political and economic situation. And
despite the pageantry at the meeting
in Addis Ababa, finding solutions to
the continent’s problems
the assembly’s discussions.

dominated

Foreign Debt Crisis
Perhaps the greatest crisis is the
economic blight which touches the
continent from tup to bottom. Africa
is currently caught in the throes of a $
2 billion foreign debt which has become hard for leaders to wish
away.
The United Nations Economic
Commission for Africa (ECA) estimates that Africa’s total debt will increase to US $260 billion
by 1990,
$360 billion by 1995 and $550 billion

by the year 2000. ECA also estimate
that Africa’s corresponding debt servicing obligations will rise to more
than $ 45 billion by the year 2000 from
the current level of $24 billion
Prior to the May meeting, the OAU
had convened two meetings to discuss
.
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Africa’s debt and to find ways to bale
the continent out of the economic

quagmire.
One idea has been to urge creditors
to liberalise their
lending policies,
since it is not fair, the organisation
says, to pay

principal loans and high

interest rates from deficit economies.

During 1987, for example, ECA
figures show that Africa’s combined
Gross Domestic Product grew by just
1.5% only half the population growth.
And the Gross Domestic per head,
declined by about 1.5%, continuing a
decline that has averaged 3.4 % annually since 1980.
At their extraordinary session in
November
last
year,
exclusively
devoted
OAU

to

the African debt crisis, the

adopted

a common

position

on

debt, the "Addis Ababa Declaration."
In the declaration the OAU leaders
said the debt crisis "will only be solved

through the adoption of a global and
equitable
approach
within
the
framework of an integrated, cooperative, development-oriented strategy
that takes into account particular
characteristics of the debt crisis in
Africa."
The
declaration
also
reiterates
the
call
for
Africa’s
creditors to accept the convening of
an international debt conference to
reach agreement on short, medium
and long-term measures to ease the
debt burden.
Economic Growth

0.8% in 1987, but it is far less than the
estimated population growth in the

region.
The ECA cautions however, that
the expected growth is dependent on
a rather
strong export perfomance.

Export of goods and services are
forecast to grow by 4.2 % after zero
growth in 1987 and an average of
minus 2.5% between 1980 and 1986.
But

attaining

particularly, investment."
Although Africa is the least indebted of the developing regions in

absolute terms, it is the escalation of

the debt in relation to the
manage

it which

poses

ability to
the real

problem.
African governments however have
demonstrated a determination to take

charge of their own economic
problems through the formation of
regional groupings like the Preferential Trade Area of Eastern and
Southern Africa (PTA) and the
Southern African Development Coordination Conference (SADCC).
What has disappointed Africa has
been the slow response by the international community to render the neces-

particularly for the UN
Programme of Action for African
Economic Recovery and Developsary support,

ment

(UNPAAERD),

During 1988 economic output in

a

four-year

agreed on in 1986.

Colonialism and Apartheid

to grow

by 2.7% according to the recent survey by the ECA. This may seem rather
high compared to a growth of only

2.7% growth in

ment and perhaps heroic
assumptions
about the behaviour of demand and,

programme

sub-Saharan Africa is forecast

even

1988, the ECA survey says, "will require a favourable external environ-

On the

has

a

political front, the OAU still
removing the

formidable task in

7

r

an uphill battle
political and economic fronts.

the

last bastions of colonialism in whiteruled South Africa and Namibia. The

the shortest

body faces

outgoing OAU chair, Kenneth Kaunda of Zambia, told the 24th assembly

South Africa."
Because of Pretoria’s destabilisation

in Addis that in the southern subcon-

against the Frontline States, the

Africa’s debt and the fact that the
continent has the lowest per capita income in the world cannot be wished

tinent, "the situation has acquired a
more dangerous dimension" due to

OAU chairman added that the OAU
"needs to transform into reality its

the state of terror and destabilisation

waged by South Africa.
The economies of Mozambique and
Angola have been wracked by war
waged by South African-backed
rebels. Namibia remains under illegal
occupation by Pretoria in spite of UN
Resolution 435.
Malian President and the

new

OAU

head, Moussa Traore, said the liberation of Namibia and eradication of

apartheid in South Africa
OAU’s major priorities.

are

the

solidarity with these countries".
The OAU leaders adopted a declaration at the recent summit which
commended the Frontline States for
the "sacrifice and intensive contribution" made by them to eradicate

apartheid and colonialism.
to

The declaration also urges
persevere in its search

on

The quarter century

history of the
Organization of African Unity (OAU)
provides a relevant barometer for observing the progress of the African
people m the long struggle for
democracy and development. In this
struggle, file demands of the African
people remain the principle driving
force for progress.
On the strength of the mass
demands for better living conditions
under colonialism, the anti-colonial

struggle was launched and sustained.
The OAU became champion of the
cause of national independence in
Africa and history now shows that all
African countries except Namibia and
South Africa, have attained their
political independence. Thus, the
OAU presided over the ushering in of
the piost-colonial era.
The struggle agsiinst colonialism established clear anti-imperialist and
pan-Africanist postures. Faced with
atrocious objective conditions under
colonial regimes, mass demands bethe drive to eliminate the
colonialist manifestations of the ex¬

S

Angola

for

a
negotiated settlement and it expresses
strong support for the peace initiafives undertaken by Mozambique and

Political observers
say

that the 25

year

on

the continent

old Pan-African

the OAU 25th
Togla-Nah Tipoteh

came

new

Angola.

"We are determined to ensure that
Namibia achieve independence within

Reflections

possible time and that
apartheid is totally eliminated in

instrument of

struggle. African people in other parts
of the world particularly in the United
States of America, have found in panAfricanism an effective weapon for
combatting white racism. Where the
African heritage is used by white
racists
in
efforts
intended
to
dehumanize Africans in the United

States, the identification with Africa’s
demands for freedom and inde-

pendence remains a positive element
in the struggle against white racism in
North America.
An

Anti-Imperialist Force

Thus, pan-Africanism has become

anti-imperialist force stretching
beyond the shores of Africa. PanAfricanism reaches out not only to
African people elsewhere in the world
an

the

scourges'of hunger and disease,

protect its environment, attain food
self-sufficiency and create better
standards of living

for its people. "Unfortunately, our development efforts
are compromised by the decline our
commodity export earnings" he
added.
And politically, the OAU may find
that without mass international sup-

the Pretoria
regime, the hot bed of tension in
Southern Africa may rear its ugly
head at the Pan-Africa body’s summit
port to bring down

next year.

\

facilitating decolonization.
But pan-Africanism has not been
as an

As Traore said, the continent
potential to fight

needs to mobilise its

Anniversary

pansion of capitalist production
beyond its base (i.e. Europe and
North America). The United African
posture became most effective for
limited to Africa

away.

on

it

brings African people into
solidarity with all anti-imperialist
struggles in the world. It is upon this

but

anti-imperialist solidarity that the
Non-aligned Movement was launched
and is being sustained.
More than a decade into the postcolonial era, the essence of the mass
demands under colonialism were

repeated even louder in so far as the
objective conditions then confronting
the African people were worsening.
This time, these demands developed
against the neo-colonial manifestations of the expansion of capitalist
production in the African States.
In effect these post-colonial mass
demands exposed the lack of interest
on the part of African states to deliver
the "goods of uhuru" to the people
upon whose backs the victory over
colonialism was won. Saddled with the
same old colonial economic institutions particulmly the powerful multinational corporations, those Africans

aspired to become significant
capitalists soon found the path to
local capitalist development blocked.

who
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Thus, the state became the principal
means
through which the postcolonial elites obtain
prove

pense

OAU’s Crucial Role

resources to

im-

their living standards at the
of the masses.

Despite

ex-

manoeuvres,

Neo-Colonialism
Political mobilization is of interest
elites only for the purpose of

to these

marshalling mass participation in the
production of raw materials for export. This post-colonial policy is essentially neo-colonial, as it sustains
the colonial production orientation
and structures.
In e^orts directed at pacifying the
masses the state resorts to repressing

them, often violently and giving them
a false sense of
hope for better days.
At the national level, one finds a
variety of socialisms, humanisms and
authenticisms while the neo-colonial
project remains in force. At the sub-

regional and regional levels, outside
of state boundaries one finds various
economic co-operation schemes while
intra-African trade remains less than
10% and is declining. However out of
these manoeuvres has come the Lagos
Plan of Action which calls correctly
for self-reliant development despite
the lack of state interest in pursuing
this as seen in the commitment to pursue
structural adjustment policies

open-endedly.

the

state
pacification
the institutions which

have been established in the name of
the African people will continue to be
of crucial importance in the struggle
for democracy and development. The

unity movement of the African people
against injustice and for freedom is
here to stay. The Lagos Plan of Action

will take

on

concrete

forms of im-

plementation with the passing away of
the neo-colonial state. Thus, through
the OAU, contradictions between the

people and the state have resulted in
the building of institutions which
remain of considerable importance
for establishing democracy and attaining development. These can be considered as positive aspects in the life
of the OAU.

Perhaps the lowest point in the history of the OAU

was

reached when

President Reagan of the United States
received Savimbi of UNITA officially.
This reception was met with the
loudest silence of the OAU that was
heard throughout the world, especial-

ly in Africa. The US government supports armed intervention against an
OAU member state, but the OAU
continues to respond only with a

deafening silence. In effect, such
silence means support for US government policy not only with respect to

UNITA but in terms of
well.

apartheid

as

History will record that victory shall
attained by the people against
apartheid not through diplomatic
silence but armed struggle. Mass
be

demands have led to the establishment' of the OAU Liberation
Committee which provides some
resources
for the armed struggle

against apartheid.
Future

Prospects

With the liberation of South Africa
the OAU will have to take on a

qualitatively different orientation if it
seeks to continue to be of significant
influence in the African political and
economic .spheres. With no colonial
and anti-apartheid missions to fulfil
and rally around, the mass struggle for
democracy and development will be
cornering the OAU, giving it no significant

room to manoeuvre. What
then will the OAU do? It wll either
be transformed to be able to respond

favorably to mass demands or be
retired forcibly into the dustbin of history by the forces of democracy and
development. The role of progressive

African intellectuals is to learn from
the masses how science can be placed
in the service of the struggle for

democracy and development.

(
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PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS OF REGIONAL COOPERATION: FOCUS
ONPTAANDSADCC

The Sanctions

Busting Boom: a
worldwide network supports
South Africa’s fastest growing
export industry
Steve Askin

1" n the weeks and months ahead, the

A United States Congress will be

debating proposals for a total trade
embargo against South Africa.
the
Reagan
Despite
Administration’s

"constructive

engagement" stance. Congressional
approval of the Comprehensive AntiApartheid Act (CAAA) in 1986,
made

America

the

western

bloc’s

pioneer in sanctions against South
Africa.
Other far-flung economic partners
of South Africa from the fervently

anti-apartheid Nordic grouping; to
new top trade partner,
Japan;
to
Pretoria’s long-time
weapons business collaborators in IsSouth Africa’s

rael

have

measures

announced

to sever some

their own
links to South

Africa. Closer to home, of course, the
nine SADCC members have for eight

pursued a strategy of gradual
economic delinking from their powerful neighbor to the south.
years

Effect of Oil

Embargo

Despite periodic claims to the contrary from Pretoria and its friends,
these

measures

to pay a

do force South Africa

high price for keeping its

apartheid system. In a rare moment of
candor. South African President P.W.
Botha admitted in 1986 that the international oil embargo - nominally sup-

ported by
10

every

major petroleum

producing country but quietly violated
by some of them - had raised South
Africa’s fuel costs by a staggering 22
billion rand over the previous dozen
years. "Just think what we could have

South
Africa
from
international
economic isolation. Some are "sanetions busting" in the purest sense:
secretive manoeuvers to violate laws
or international agreements banning

done if

particular kinds of trade with South
Africa. Some operate on the fringe of
the law. In addition, South Africa has
made a number of economic policy

we had that R22 billion," he
said, "we paid a price which we are

still suffering from
dent observers say

today." Indepenthe cost may be
higher still: more than US $2 billion a
year, according to the Amsterdambased Shipping Research Bureau
(SRB). These are the premiums that
secret oil
suppliers demand from
Pretoria.
Yet the oil embargo experience, and
South Africa’s similar if costly success
in evading an international arms em-

bargo, show that shrewd manoeuvers
by Pretoria and its economic allies can
significantly reduce the impact of
sanctions, and other economic pressure. It also suggests that those who
impose sanctions, if serious about cutting links to South Africa, need to
crackdown
on
economic allies.

South

Africa’s

O outhern African nations with close

economic links to South Africa
-

have been used

staging grounds for "sanctions busting". But the main culprits are South
Africans themselves, and their collaborators
in
North
American,
European and Asian nations.
Many methods are used to protect
as

ly incomplete, as sanctions busting is
by nature a secretive business. But it
does offer an overview of the range of
South African responses to global
sanctions pressure.

Sneaking goods into South Africa

Evading the
most

arms embargo is the
secretive and, for Pretoria, most

important kind of sanctions busting.
Though all the UN members formally adhere to the weapons ban imposed by the Security Council in 1977,
violations remain widespread and
details occasionally leak out.

-

including Lesotho, Swaziland and the
island of Mauritius

shifts which violate no nation’s laws
but defeat the intent of international
sanctions measures.
The list which follows is undoubted-

Tn a late 1986

undercover

operation,

Anearly 60 tons of American machine
guns,

rocket launchers and other

weapons were shipped to South
Africa in violation of the CAAA and

embargo, probably as part of the
U.S. covert aid program for UNIT A
in Angola, the London Independent
arms
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reported. U.S. customs officials did
not
object when shippers falsely
labelled the goods as destined for use
in Honduras, the paper said, but the
Federal

Bureau

of

Investigation

protested.
In

however, the U.S.
embargo. According to the U.S. General Accounting Office (GAO) 28 companies are
under investigation for illegal exports
chiefly arms, ammunition, airplanes,
computers and other strategic goods to South Africa. But the April 29
report by the GAO, an investigative
arm of the U.S.
Congress said only
some

cases,

has acted to enforce the

-

fu-m has been convicted under the
CAAA for making such shipments.
That company was found guilty of
one

shipping technical manuals for C130
military planes to South Africa via Argentina.
European nations are also involved
in arms deals with South Africa. A
German state weapons firm used
Turkish and Israeli intermediaries to
go ahead with a $250 million sale to
South Africa of plans and components

for four submarines and a strike command vessel after claiming to have
abandoned the deal, a West German

parliamentary investigation revealed
earlier this year. According to Africa
Confidential, one of the vessels will
replace other, older ships long used
for sabotage attacks and commando
raids along the Angolan and Mozambican coasts. Money for the deal was

probably laundered through Israeli or
other foreign companies operating in
the homelands, Africa Confidential
said. The firms overeharge for construction jobs and other public contracts and, after overcharge construetion jobs and other public contracts
and, after taking a large cut for themselves, transfer the

extra funds over-

seas.

T^espite the official imposition of Is-

-L^raeli sanctions last year, Tel Aviv
may be finding new ways to continue
its traditional role as South Africa’s
leading

source

of military technology.

The two countries have collaborated

everything from nuclear weapons
to the latest water cannon technology
for assaulting peaceful protesters. A
U.S. Congressional threat to cut off
on
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military aid to those who violate the
arms embargo forced Israel to announce
last year a ban on new
weapons deals with South Africa.
But a leading researcher on the subject, Jane Hunter of the U.S-based
newsletter Israeli Foreign Affairs,
reported that "top Israeli officials
have reassured the government in
Pretoria that Israel will not suddenly
disrupt the flow of goods and services
with which the white regime kills and
terrorizes its neighbors and the black
majority within its borders, they have
simply cautioned Pretoria to keep a
low profile."
Her 1987 study. Undercutting Sanetions: Israel, the U.S. and South Africa,
charged that Pretoria-Tel Aviv
nuclear axis "appears set to enter a
phase of testing of delivery systems".
Because of the U.S. pressure on Israel, that country has been replaced
as South Africa’s most open arms collaborator by the military junta in
Chile. Ignoring the arms embargo, the
Chileans let South African weapons

parastatal Armscor exhibit pilotless
reconnaisance planes, air-to-air missiles and

more than 100 other military
products at a weapons show in Santiago in March.
The drive to break the oil embargo
is
probably the most carefully
monitored sanctions busting effort,
documented in reports by SRB, a
Holland-based
anti-apartheid re-

search center.
SRB says that Saudi Arabia, United
Arab Emirates, Oman, Iran and
Brunei routinely supply the fuel South
Africa needs, despite their official adherence to the embargo. Oil travels to
South Africa, often by circuitious
routes, on Greek, British, American,
West German and

Singapore tankers.
Norway, until recently the foremost
shipper of oil to apartheid, has formally banned the practice and may
now be seriously cracking down..
Three trading companies, Dutchowned Transworld Oil, Swiss-based
Marc Rich & Co. A.G. (owned by a
trader wanted in the U.S. for tax

evasion) and West Germany’s Marimbear prime responsibility for
moving the oil secretly to South
Africa. According to SRB, they forge
documents, tranship their commodities through third countries and

pex

other secretive manoeuvers to
conceal the destination. The purpose
is not so much to fool the oil-exportuse

ing nations, which often know the true
destination according to SRB, as to
protect those countries from the embarrassraent of being caught cut openly flaunting the oil embargo.
Plans for secret imports of industrial supplies to South Africa are
also being developed. One British
company proposed moving purchasing for its South African factories to
Swaziland. Goods would be ordered
from a Swazi address, shipped to to

Durban, and handed to the South
African branch without ever touching
Swaziland. This would let the firm still

buy American supplies if Congress
approves a proposed total trade embargo. Officials here said no. The
result:
others

Swazi

business

plan to do the
seeking approval.

sources

same

say

without

Export sanctions busting
I) Selling goods from non-existent
companies
If it claims to be Swazi, dump it in
the sea,

Swazi Commerce and In-

dustry secretary Chris Mkhonta
forthrightly responded when officials
in Ottawa asked him about a shipment
of "made in Swaziland" wire which
reached Canada last year from the
South
African port of Durban.
Swaziland produces no wire of its
own,

and the falsely labelled goods

product of South
growing export industry, the sanctions busting business.

were

actually

a

Africa’s fastest

On Mkhonta’s visit to Canada last

November, External Affairs ministry
officials queried him about five
"Swazi"
companies exporting to
Canada. After investigating, Mkhonta
told the Canadians that two

clothing
shipping
"made
in
Swaziland" goods to Canada, had
never set foot in Swaziland. Though
Canada had not banned import of
South African clothing, the exporters
apparently feared that activists would
organize to boycott their goods.
companies

■jyy|rkhonta says that South Africa’s

-»-»-■■neighbors, even Swaziland depends on South Africa for
80% of imports and (like Botswana
which

11
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and Lesotho) is in a customs union
with Pretoria - are fighting to stamp
out sanctions busting. This robs us, it
takes away markets our genuine goods
would have," he explained.
Most of Swaziland’s exports are

shipped through Durban, Mkhonta
note, so it’s very easy for South
African firms to slip goods onto a ship
with a forged Swazi certificate of
origin and send them on to Canada or
Europe. "How the hell do you stop
something like this?" he asked, as he
showed his reporter a box - brought
back by a Swazi visitor to the Middle
East emblazoned in bright green let-

with the words "Avocados Grown
in Swaziland." Swaziland exports no
avocados. Exporters have also put
Swaziland’s name on apples shipped
ters

Europe and wine which reached

to

Canada, Mkhonta acknowledged.

Catching such frauds "makes looking for a needle in a haystack a simple
task by comparison," agreed a 1986
study by the Canadian office of the
South African Congress of Trade
Unions which launched what may
have been North America’s first sys-

tematic

campaign to stop fake labell-

ing. But the exiled South African
labor group argued that sanctions
busters can be caught if governments
enforce their trade rules and anti-

apartheid activists watch for suspicious goods and thoroughly investigate their origins. In one case investigated by SACTU, the trade union
group found that the "Made in
Lesotho" labels on a shipment of
48,968 pairs of beach sandles imported to Canada were a fraud.
abels from all over the world are
-L-^used in such schemes. In at least
X

some

cases,

the South African govern-

ment has cooperated with firms involved in the misuse of other nations’
names.

When two

journalists from Britain’s

Sunday visited South Africa
pretending to head an import-export

Mail

on

seeking profitable sanctions busting deals, they made their key connection through a civil servant in the
Department of Non-Conventional
firm

Trade. He led them to a company
which offered a shipload of South
African canned asparagus falsely
marked with their choice of Brazilian,

12

k.

French, Israeli

or

Thai labels. The

company had agents in each of those
countries who were able, on short
notice, to ship sample products to
South Africa, where lab technicians
examined the contents to determine
which most closely resembled the
South African product. The goal was
to

get the goods into

the United States
the most

without being caught by even
careful customs inspection.

2) Using front factories

Since the use of non-existent factories can easily be exposed with a littie research in the supposed sending

countries, sanctions busters who hope
to continue for the long haul without
getting caught need Icgitimate-seeming fronts outside South Africa,
preferably a working factory which
looks like it could actually produce
the goods.
Taiwan’s Chia Ho trading group,
working through a factory it called

Garment Industries of

Swaziland,

was

of many

firms to master this technique. Before they abandoned their
Swazi factory amidst several overlapping investigations, the company is
believed to have slipped several milone

lion dollars worth of South African

clothing through Swaziland to
if

con-

in North America.

sumers

The scam might have lasted longer
the owners were less greedy,

suspects investment banker Michael
Warman, who said sanctions busting
was only part of an "extremely immoral,
extremely
unprofessional"

operation in which Chia Ho violated
laws of several countries.
Warman has the inside story because he took over management of the

factory and with it many of the old
key financial records, after

owners’

Industries
defaulted on
several million in loans from his New
York-based Eastbrook merchant bank
and the giant Citibank. Eager to exGarment

pose

a

firm

which

he

believes

defrauded his bank, Warman shared
the details and documents. He also allowed a reporter to move through the

factory interviewing workers without

interference. Others
off-premises.
When Chia Ho opened Gannent Industries in mid-1986, they had already
operated for several years in the
management

were

interviewed

South African homeland of Kwazulu.
Their Camel Clothing subsidiary
made flimsy flannel shirts and other

cheap clothing for export to Canada
and the U.S.

Convincing companies to get out of
South Africa is, of course, the purpose
of sanctions. But Chia Ho's move was

the anti-apartheid
took
its South African goods along for the
ride. Soon after the U.S. Congress
voted to ban imports of South African
textile goods in September 1986 the
company loaded at least 140,000 shirts
on to two big trucks and carted them
300 miles to Swaziland’s Matsapha Industrial Park, where almost all of
victory for

no

movement

because the company

Swaziland’s main factories are located.
One of the {leople on the receiving
end was a 20 year old seamstress
named Happiness Dhlamini. The

bosses," she remembers, "would bring
shirts already made, and tell us to put
the labels on. Sometimes they already
had a label from Zululand, and we
had to take it off, and sew one on that
said made in Swaziland.
The operation continued for almost
year. During that time, the factory
exported about 2.5 million a month
worth of garments. Between 20% and
50% of these goods were actually
South African, estimate supervisors
a

under the Taiwanese

who worked

management.
Until

overseas

authorities

inver-

vened, using Swaziland to bust sanetions was very simple, said shipping
clerk Vasu Naidoo, because Swazi officials routinely put their stamp of ap-

proval on documents certifying that
the clothing was made in Swaziland
without visiting the factory or examining the goods. Mkhonta, whose ministry grants the certificates of origin, admitted that he never got wind of the
Chia Ho scandal until after the factory
closed, but blames the problem on
lack of staff.

addition

Tn

Adebts

and

walking out on bank
busting sanctions. Warto

said that Chia Ho also appears to
factory to sneak funds
of South Africa in violation of that

man

have used the
out

country’s laws. The firm, he reports,
was allowed to buy South African
Rands

at

a

special discount, the
SAPEMJUSE 1988
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"financial

rand" rate, intended for
long-term capital investment. Instead,
it used the money to buy cloth and
other consumable inputs, snuck those
items into Swaziland, and recovered
its investment at the higher "commercial rand" exchange rate when it exported finished goods.
Chia Ho officials abandoned the

factory in July 1987, left several
hundred workers unpaid, and apparently fled from Southern Africa,
according to Warman. Attempts to
reach the parent company by phone in
Taiwan brought no response. But
Warman’s charges were supported by
South

African

Taiwanese

and

diplomats, Swazi trade officials and
research at the factory site.
This story, unlike many sanctions
busts, does have a happy ending.
Finding a shady operation thrust into
its
unwilling hands, Eastbrook
decided to try to turn it into a
legitimate business exporting genuine
Swazi merchandise. Warman admits it
won’t be easy, because he faces cutthroat competition from still active
sanctions busters in the South African

homelands, where labor costs
among the cheapest in the world.

are

Garment Industries was no isolated
Warman
suspects that his

case.

factory’s

door

next

Taiwan-owned

{Swaziland), is

firm

neighbor,

a
Oriental

called

still-active sanctions
buster. Oriental manager Danny Chu
adamantly denied the charge, but
readily confirmed that sanctions and
consumer boycotts have forced him to
change the way he does business.
Speaking by phone from his Durban
office, Chu said he opened the
Swaziland factory in 1986 so his company could keep exporting to the U.S.,
formerly served from a plant in Qua
Qua, without violating the law. The
clothing he exports to the U.S. is all
made in

a

Swaziland, Chu said and the

Qua Qua factory now produces shirts
for export to Britain and West Germany,

where there

and

because local laws do

-

are no

sanctions
not re-

quire country of origin labelling - little
danger of anti-apartheid consumer
boycotts.
Use of fronts in third countries is
standard operating procedure for ex-

port-oriented

clothing
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makers.

charged

a

textile foreman who has

worked in factories in and near South
Africa for more than a decade. He asserted that, "every single Chinese

operation in the South African

gar-

business, whether Hong Kong or
Taiwanese, is involved in sanctions
ment

busting."
Swaziland

is only one of many
countries used by East Asian com-

panics for such manocuvers, added an
engineer at a garment factory near
Durban. He worked until recently for
a company which "would manufacture
shirts

95% in (the South African
homeland) of Qua Qua and export
them without the collar and without
the label to Mauritius". Of course, it’s
not

do

just Asian businesses, though they
play a major role.

South Africa’s biggc.st textile conglomerate, the Frame Group, set up a
factory in Swaziland to rewind large
balls of South African yarn onto small
skeins for export to South Africa,
Swazi government sources said. They
reported that the factory clo.scd after
they refused to certify the yarn as

4) Sending exports through third
countries
At least 13

companies are under investigation in the United States for attempting to sneak South African steel,
textiles or farm products into that
country, in violation of CAAA, according to a report in April by the
General Accounting Office, an investigative arm of the United States Congress.
This tactic

can be conveniently combined with other methods to make

discovery more difficult. Amedce
Darga, African Affairs director of the
opposition Militant Movement of
Mauritius, described one such case.
He repnried that South African companics sell cloth to Mauritius with certificates of origin that falsely state it
made in Malawi or Swaziland.
The cloth is then used to make garments which are exported duty-free to
France and Germany. This violates
the Lome Convention, which permits
such duty-free exports garments only
if the cloth used to make them comes
from a Lome signatory nation.
was

"made in Swaziland."

5) Combining South African goods

3) Finishing products in third coimt/ies

This is a time-honored tradition for
South Africa’s largest business or-

This is a convenient way to ob.scure
the origins of a product, and one
which
may
sometimes be legal,

depending on the destination of the
goods and the amount of work done
outside South Africa.
One company that tried this was
Makoti Manufacturing,
owned by
South Africa’s Metkor Investments
Ltd. At a factory in Swaziland’s Mat-

sapha industrial park, they add Swazi
handles to steel pots fabricated in
South Africa. The goal was to ship the
goods duty free to Europe under the
Lome Convention, which provides
trade concessions for Swaziland and
most
other
black-led
African

countries, but not South Africa.
Swazi

officials

told the factory
that not enough value had
been added locally for the pots to
qualify for a Swazi certificate of
origin. It was an unfair decision, the
factory boss responded in an interview, because "if you look at the companics here, you know bloody well
that 80% are doing the same."
manager

with those from

other countries

gani7.ation, the giant De Bcers-Anglo
American group. Six times every year,
De Beers’ Central Selling Organizetion places a diverse collection of
diamonds

on

the world market in

England. Most African diamonds - ineluding those of Botswana, now
believed to be the world’s largest
producer - are part of this melange.
And countries at all points on the
world’s political spectrum - from
Zaire, to Australia, to the Soviet
Union least part

are

believed

to

market at

of their diamond prctduction
through the South African company.
Another,
particularly ingenious
scheme was exposed recently by the
London-based
newsletter
African
Analysis. It reported that South
African and Chinese

coal, mixed in

giant bins at the Holland’s Rotterdam
port, are reshipped as a product of
Holland, despite the fact that the
country hasn’t mined coal for 20
years.

This is one area in which Zimbabwe
and other SADCC region producers
13
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of precious

minerals

may

need special

vi^ance if they don’t want to be used
by South

Africa. In UDI

Rhodesian

chrome

often

days,

left

the

region under a South African flag.
Given the re^onal role of Anglo American and other mining companics, it is certainly possible that attempts will be made to repeat, in the
opposite direction, that old sanctions
busting trick.
How

It’s

hard

Widespread?

to

know

how

serious

governments are about enforcing their sanctions. But some indicators do exist, particularly in the

western

of lax enforcement.
As

last November, Lane
Kirkland, President of the AFL-CIO,
the U.S. trade union confederation,
went to Congress with detailed statistics

early

as

on some

$59 million worth of South African
iron and steel,

of CAAA, in the first half of 1987.
Kirkland denounced the administration’s "blatant failure" to enforce

CAAA,

and

ment action.

Not so,

insist U.S. anti-apartheid activists, who say the fact that only one
company

has been prosecuted is proof

The
The State and

for

pact cannot be measured until

Washington takes tough enforceThough

existing

sanctions

being considered in Washington could
cripple key sectors of their economy.

Agrarian Question:

^^nce again, Codesria has opened

V-/up

a pandora’s box of analysis
with this book, which essentially deals
with
agrarian transformation in
Africa. The book is part of a larger

project which studies African agriculture around four themes fettling with:
The State, Foreign Aid, Transnational
Capital and the Peasant Household.
The

book

under review conthe role of the state in
transformation
and

agricultural
development. The book is introduced
14
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capitalism in South Africa," an oil industry official recently told the Johannesburg Weekly Mail.
Even more frightening for South
Africa is a proposal to restrict access
for firms which
take advantage of U.S. economic
withdrawals to expand their South
African sales. "This means, in short,
that America can turn round to
to the U.S. market

Toyota and BMW and
one

more

car

sell
forget

say. you

and you can

about our market," an official at the
American (South Africa) Chamber of
Commerce told the Weekly Mail. "We
do not have a single trading partner
who would not be directly affected.
It is this factor, the power of the
U.S. to impose its sanctions on South
Africa’s trading partners worldwide,
which makes the upcoming debate in
the U.S. Congress a critical event for
the worldwide future of economic action against apartheid.

Review Article

Agriculture in Africa, Codesria Book Series, 1987, edited by Thandika

Sam

centrates on

have

been easy to evade. South African
business leaders believe some now

Mkandawire and Naceur

N

speedy

Administration claims that sanetions "don’t work," Kirkland and other
sanctions advocates say their true im-

Reagan administration "has carefully
sane-

called

prosecution of violators. Responding
to

implemented"

$3 million worth of

clothing and textiles and about $70
million worth of other embargoed
products entered the U.S. in violation

United States where there have been
detailed Congressional hearings on
the effectiveness of existing sanctions.
In March, a U.S. treasury department official told Congress that the
and thoroughly
tions.

CAAA violations. In tes-

timony before the House Foreign Affairs committee, he said that at least

A proposal to bar any oil company
which refines, transports or distributes petroleum products in South
Africa from doing business in the U.S.
would mean "the deathknell of oil

by

the

Bournenane)

Moyo

Executive

Secretary

of

chapters

are

dealt with in the majority

CODESRIA, Thandika Mkandawire
and Naceur Bourenane, who attempt
to put together a theoretical perspec-

of cases by the nationals of these
countries.
In this review, we briefly outline

five on the subject. This chapter is
then followed by Part 1 that deals with
the "merchant states" of Africa of
which ten countries are studied in-

some

eluding Ghana, Malawi, Swaziland,
Tanzania, Mauritius, Morocco, Egypt,
Zimbabwe, Mali and Burkina Faso.
Part 2 of the book treats three "rentier states" including Zambia, Algeria
and Nigeria. These thirteen country

emerging patterns and policies

identified in the book, discuss these

critically and identify the specific
relevance of the book to Southern
African and Zimbabwean agrarian
studies. Our aim is to introduce the
book
without
delving into the

specificities of the individual country
studies and to highlight some of the
main issues raised.
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The Problematic

The central thesis of the book is cast
within a framework which rejects on
the one hand, the broad generalised
models
structuralistic/dependency
which have been used to explain the
limits to agrarian capitalist development and on the other hand, the
rather extremely nuanced attribution
of the same problem to certain

"management" biases (urban export
etc) of African governments.
The book emphasizes the important
role of internal factors in

determining
agrarian development, particularly in
terms of the resource base

of the

countries, ^ven their heterogeneous
natural endowments. It is emphasized

in this context that where the state

(rentier state) has had access to nonagricultural sources of income, (especially mineral rents), and therefore
has had no particular need to extract
surpluses
from
agriculture,
its
agrarian policies have tended at best
to be welfarist (to rural
populations)
and nationalist (in the sense of
protecting peasant land rights), and in
a few cases have
engendered a variety
of experiments in direct state produc-

tion.
In

essence

there has been little

con-

certed

promotion of either capitalist
farming or peasant agriculture, nor
any serious (negative or positive) taxation of such producers. Where the
base has constrained state
incomes and surplus in general to
resource

agriculture (merchant state), there
have equally been various concerted
and
determined
experiments in
"managing" agriculture through "organized" marketing, various subsidies
and incentives. In such cases the state
has tended to be ruthlessly extractive

of peasant surpluses in particular and
generally constrained the potential for
the emergence of capitalist farmers.

yn between these two types of
-l-resource use based state typologies
are

the

settler

preoccupation

states

was

whose

main

the development

of white capitalist farmers, given the
lower than expected mineral booms,

especially in Southern Africa.
Underlying this proposition of
course is an unstated
challenge of the
discourse around the rationality or ir¬
SAPEMJUNE 1988

rationality of African agrarian policymaking and the diatribe on state "mismanagement" of agriculture, posed as
it has been in

cy",

as

terms

of "human agen-

opposed to the influences of

available resources
broader development

hand

at

on

policies. Notably, the argument is not posed simply in
terms of the "dutch disease syndrome"
(as often propounded in the past) or
some voluntaristic
anti-peasant (thus
the uncapturability issue) or peasantist state content! Thus while the nature of surplusc available, to a
large

extent, has determined the use of
these within agriculture, a variety of

imperatives on the state (including
general welfare and social development) have also to be taken into account.

It

is only in this context that
ideological differences (though not to

be exaggerated on the basis of the different qualities of rhetoric) whether

nationalistic

(plus their various
socialistic flavors) or capitalistic have
had an important role to play. Thus
ideological differences are given a
place in explanation but not the determining role they have received in the
past from Reaganite type academics.
The book therefore develops a four
way matrix, typifying the African
states under study, on the one hand, in
terms of

merchant-rentier

states and,
hand, nationalisticcapitalist states, as a heuristic device
on

the

other

within which
thesis.
In my view

to

elucidate the above

this represents a useful
methodological break from past
analyses of African agriculture that
has unfolded a wide range of plausible
hypotheses that need to be thoroughly
investigated. This review therefore
discusses the

treatment

of these issues

by the book and attempts to

the

carry

debate further.

by Tom Shopo (Zimbabwe), Emmanuel Hansen (Ghana) and Guy
Mhone (Malawi) fully appreciate and
attempt to develop the central thesis
of

the

book.

(Swaziland) tends

a)Ther

Pat
Macfadden
to underutilize the

information she has gathered and
does

not

relate it to the thesis intro-

duced, although there is clearly a
basis for doing so in her account.
Otherwise the majority of the rest of
the chapters, more or less, lose sight
of the significance of the resource
bases of their countries in

policy
making and in some cases continue to
emphasize state management biases
("policy ambiguity" in Burkina Faso,
"urban" and "regional" bias in Zambia,
"export bias" and inappropriate technology in Nigeria, "export bias" in
Tanzania).
Perhaps the books’ central thesis
still requires further testing, and
elaboration

of

some

of

its

basic

premises. In spite of this shortcoming

the book presents some

interesting
findings, summarised below.
Emerging Patterns and Salient
Processes

Among the variety of issues raised,

the book identifies the following patterns, policy tendencies and salient
processes:

has been a general failure
of the African state to promote the
development of an African indigenous capitalist class. The
African state has been inefficient in
its attempt to regulate markets and
production either throu^ marketing
institutions or through direct production.

b) There is a conjunctural developwhereby a first generation of a

ment

national

Thesis Verification
As is usual with edited

books, the

quality of the chapters in terms of
treatment

of

the

central

thesis

developed in the introduction and
broader analytical rigor, is uneven.
Various chapters are fairly well researched socio-historical

this class has not yet consolidated
impact on agricultural output

its
in

of

African states. Equally their
lobby has become visible at the
ideological level.

one

c) The populist and welfarist al-

accounts

agricultural development.
Only three of the chapters, the

agrarian
bourgeoisie,
emerging from retired civil servants is
being presented with some of the
preconditions for its development in
tenns of resource allocation, even
if
most
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liance between the African states
and the peasantry who fought

f)Genraly,

alongside them for independence, is
now seen as dispensable and has in
fact, in many cases, been dispensed

farmers
and
the
charaeter
of
nationalism
in
agrarian policies.
There is need here to discuss these
further.
African

with.

d) Most African countries seem to
the idea

of adopting
agrarian bi-modalism (large fanners
in "harmony" with peasants) and are
actively seeking ways of promoting
be sold

on

even though the full
conditions for the emergence of a
substantial class of large capitalist
this strategy,

fanners have not yet been met.
e) There is growing social differen-

the peasantry in spite
of the various constraints or limits to
tiation among

accumulation among
classes.

richer peasant

while export-oriented
have been most dynamic in
Africa, this might be changing in
relation to the growing food demand
stnictures within Africa, and this in
turn, may influence the class basis of
commodity production as well as the
arena of accumulation in agriculgroups

ture.

Capitalist Farmers

Whereas the various chapters are
constantly concerned about capitalist
farmers they do not explicitly explain
how this agrarian class is constituted,
and how it is situated within the lead-

ing classes in general. In fact the class
analysis utilized, and/or the types of
groupings of classes and fractions
which are expected to have had the
historic role of removing Africa from
its agricultural crisis, seem to have
been over-simplified. Is it not the case
that there arc certain inter-linkages
and multiple roles played by the leading African cla.sses, be they agrarian
or industrial, large capitalist farmers
or
rich peasant, national or comprador bourgeoisies? The book could
have more clearly explained why it is
that the monied and propertied classes find investment in non-agricultural
spheres to be easier and more lucrative.
The

problem is that the critical
question of capital accumulation, and

reproduction, through productive
is
not
sufficiently
analysed. We would not be burdened,
if for example the book had attempted

its

g) The processes of uneven, spatial
and regional development of agriculture continues to intensify and is
reinforced by both ecological conditions and foreign aid related stale
policies. The African state is generally opting out of agrarian interventions
in favour of widespread
privatisation of land, and market institutions. In any case, the global
conjuncture (markets and protcctionism,

favour
reforms.

etc) does not seem to
any

significant

agrarian

h) Analysis of the processes of

agrarian transfomiation and reform
in Africa has in the past been poorly
grounded and, therefore, could be
more
appropriately
developed
through appropriate class-based explanatory models.

Underlying these findings two issues
of central concern throughout the
book namely, the nature and extent of
development of African capitalist
are
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modity prices?
The issue here is

basically that some
"pre-conditions" must be met before
we can expect a substantial agrarian
capitalist class in both subjective and
objective terms. These include firstly
land alienation and appropriation by
such a potential class something
which is far from having taken place
in most of the African countries
treated in this book. Secondly, we
would expect a consistent state-sup-

framework

port

defined

and

demanded by this class. This would
entail easy access to finance, subsidizcd
land
and
infrastructural

development, research, extension and
"good" prices. Thirdly, we would ex-

certain degree of labour
surplus extraction by capitalist farmers over an
extended period of time. These "preconditions" have not prevailed in most
of the countries under study. Only
Guy Mhone and Tom Shopo develop
this point well enough. It is thus important for it to be demonstrated to
pect

a

management to facilitate

what extent these conditions

exist, and

explain why they do not or are not
emerging.
This leads us to the next question,
on
the
nationalist
agrarian
programme.

investments,

show what has been the nature, patand source of capital formation
and/or investment in African agricul-

I

Agrarian Nationalism or
Agriculture

Nationalists in

to

terns

well as the nature and extent
development in the technical

ture, as

of

capacity

over

the last twenty years?

revenues of the African
substantial enough to war-

Have the net
states been
rant

high investment expectations in

African agriculture, or to what extent
have internal surpluses circumscribed

potential investment in agriculture?

I

is obvious that the authors are burdened by the time perspective since

t

independence. Thirty five years are
expected to produce a substantial
class of capitalist farmers! Is this not a
problem of cither voluntarism or
wishful thinking and/or a misplaced
attribution of importance or priority
given to African agriculture in the
face of its relatively low returns to investment, and the unreliability of com-

The editors develop a model whieh
differentiates African states according
to whether they are nationalist or out-

right capitalists, and use this to discuss their different policies and practices in agriculture. The problem here
is that they do not elaborate this notion
sufficiently. What is the
nationalist agrarian project? How do
define this and what does this entail? There seems to be a myriad of

we

which express African
agriculture, including
probably, their resistance to foreign
ownership and eontrol of agriculture.
Looking through the book the various
states have had the following variety
of nationalistic objectives:
objectives

nationalism in

/. to

reverse

create

local

labour emigration, and
agricultural employment

(Malawi).
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1
a.

to

create

a

capitalist class
Zimbabwe).

national

agrarian

(Ghana,

Malawi,

Hi. to create state farms, in order to
have national food security, modernise rapidly, and increase direct state

participation (Ghana, Zimbabwe).

far, why they failed and how they
achievable, in the concrete circumstances, where the petty hourgeoisies and the national bourgeoisies
so

are

are
ner.

in control in a paternalistic manThere is need to relate the

democratisation process in Africa and
its effects to agrarian policy.

iv. to

simultaneously build incomes
ofpeasants; modernise peasant techniques and ensure food self-sufficiency (Most merchant states).

It is clear that the "success" in creat-

cheap wage-foods for the
proletariat and regulate

ing capitalist farmers in Zimbabwe is
becoming an exportable model,
thanks to certain leading American

V. to ensure

urban
markets.
vi.

to extract surplus
(exchange
value) for industrial investments.

vii. to create equity through land distribution and develop some fonn of
rural welfarism.

r|^he chapters do not

carry

us

X through their thesis by pointing

out how those states
broad
nationalistic

with

similar

agricultural
policies differed in specific policies
and their implementation leading
them all to a similar agricultural crisis.
Relatedly, emphasis is placed on
various
levels
and
attempts of
agrarian transformation or reform.
The question is, transforming or
reforming what? Have the reforms
been sufficiently clear and concretely
programmatic in such a way that is
achievable? Indeed, as Thandika says,
the question is whether the state has,
or has had the means to
carry out
reforms/transformation or simply corrective measures.

Furthermore, what would be the essentially required means to carry out
reforms? Is this simply revenue to
finance reforms, as is sometimes im-

plied in the book,
reallocate

or

simply

power to

(finances, services, land and labour) or yet again
political will for such reforms/transformations? This in itself begs the
question; what classes do these
African states represent? Although
various authors constantly refer to the
central role of the peasantry, and call
resources

for an alliance between the peasantry
and the state, the book does not show
us the nature of the concrete alliances

SAPEM JUNE 1988

Some

Questions for Zimbabwean
Agrarian Policy

scholars and their donor agencies.
The issue is that we need to remind
these exponents of the brutalities of
land alienation and ancilliary policies
which led to such agrarian capitalism
in the first place. If we are expected to
sustain large capitalist farmers in tandem with (peasant) Communal Area

development, what kind of resources
are required,
particularly finance, to
sustain production growth among the
peasantry in a manner which, at the
same time, ensures continued
growth
of their incomes? Does the peasantry
in Zimbabwe have any significant

it feasible for Zimbabwe to expect
sustained
agrarian
development
without further land redistribution? In
other words, even as a compromise,
can

capitalist farmers be sustained

with lower land ceilings available to
them or do we expect to see a sharp
growth of landlessness in ten years
time?

Concluding Remarks
It

seems

pretty obvious from the

in which this particular book
is written and the agenda of CODESRIA on African agriculture, that there
is a deep sense of commitment and
manner

responsibility to disentangle an overwhelming theoretical, intellectual and
academic maze of scientific discourse
the oversubscribed subject of the
African
agricultural crisis. The
on

responsibility is not only to disenshackle African intellectuals from the
gross

generalisations and theorectical

adventurism of such scholarship, it is
also a responsibility to dismiss the
banal and putative onslaughts about
the incapability of Africans to manage
their economies.

policy influence or is it merely an appearance overshadowed by the large

rr^he aim is

fT^he second question relates to inX ternational capital, namely, to
what extent is the large-scale farmer
class fortified to deal with the global

the last two or more decades and
whether or not such a project was
feasible or can be feasible under the

scale commercial farm unions?

vagaries of declining prices in the
agricultural commodity markets? In
other

words, how durable

are

these

agrarian capitalists, since the model
itself has, in general, also been export-

to

understand what real-

ly is, and has been, the development project of the African state in

prevailing circumstances. This task is
in itself a, test of the credibility of
various international agencies’ advice
(or pressures) and assistance to
African governments.

For, how does

one

analyse the sogenerally

oriented? It should be clear that this

called crisis when it is either

durability must, to a large extent, rely
a specific form of extraction of
surplus from labour. In that case it is
pertinent to ask: What labour
management policies and practices
can be
expected as part of the "suecess" package and is it realistic to expect growing farm wages or can we
expect wages to decline as they have
in the past few years? Finally in the

derived, presumed in

on

absence
water

of massive

development

investments in

in

communal

and, given the present land
hunger and the growing population, is
areas

inadequately

some cases

articulated?

and
The

relevance of

analysis will, of course,
how the problem is
defined. In short, the task taken up by
the editors is immense, and we should
probably expect more questions than
answers at this stage
recognising that
this is only the beginning of a new
African academic enterprise.
depend

on

This book is

a must

for students of

agriculture, politics, sociology, geography, economics and general rural
development. It would benefit also a
non-academic, enlightened reader.
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INSIDE SOUTH AFRICA

The Situation Inside South

Africa
Sefako

African Trade Unions

rj^he apartheid Nationalist Party in
-1- South Africa recently completed

40 years of rule. The fact that not even
the NP indulged in the expected fan-

fare to celebrate 40 decades of rule is
indicative of the extent to which the
racist government and the military has
drawn the country into a long, bloody
and often invisible conflict.
The fact that South Africa - or what
is happening in that country - has
been completely wipéd
off the
television screens and newspages of
the international media does not sug-

that the war in the black
townships has ended. It is precisely
gest

because of the intensification of the

struggle by the
that the Botha

in South Africa
regime decided to in-

masses

troduce the severe curbs on the
media.
The government had hoped that by

blacking out the news from the
country it will enable the army and the
police to go on and violently crush the
liberation movement and the people’s
quest for freedom. The mass detention of the leaders of the democratic
movement and other forces fighting
for change in the country has failed to
stem the tide of resistance. The

government had hoped that by ban-

ning organizations and killing those
fighting for freedom it would.be left to
deal with small pockets of resistance albeit violently.

early in June

The

called

]S

L

massive three-day stayaway
by the Congress of South

government

exposes the Botha-Malan regime’s lie
that resistance has been crushed.
Thousands of workers and their allies

withdrew

their

labour

muscle

to

protest against the banning of their

organizations, the silencing of their
leaders and the introduction of a
set of labour regulations aimed at

new

rolling back the gains made by workers
over the past decade.
While workers were staying away
several bombs went off in the black

vigilante forces.

School

Boycott

The vigilante forces have also
stepped up activity in the face of an
escalating school boycott in many
parts of the country. The boycotts are
against police repression and Bantu

Education.
In

Cape Town 140 000 students at
Cape schools staged a
three-day stayaway in May - the big-

94 Western

of its kind since 1985. The
boycotts were fuelled by anger at
polich action against pupils when
demonstrations were broken up with
teargas and baton charges.
In Soweto, outside Johannesburg,
thousands of students boycotted classes last month to protest against the

townships and in cities. Several railcarriages were burnt out thus emphasising that on the ground the
people are still active.
In the first half of this year 15
people were killed and over SO injured
in a mounting number of bomb and
hand grenade explosions. In May
alone 47 people were injured in the

gest

blasts - almost three times more than
the year’s highest number of 17 in-

dents were picked up from their
homes at night. But what angered the
students even more is that some of
their colleagues were picked up in
class with the headmaster and staff

way

juries recorded in March.
The number of hand grenade attacks in May was also the highest this

with a total of six explosions,
compared to two in April and one in
February.
Eight of the bombs went off near
government buildings or the homes of
security forces. Two months ago a
bomb exploded near the Houses of
Parliament in Cape Town. Fatalities
and injuries were avoided by a strange
twist of fate as the parliamentarians
extended their sitting at the last
year

minute.

Strong Resistance

Nyaka

But not all the bombs

were

aimed at

pro-apartheid forces. Several private
homes in the townships were also the
target of what is believed to be pro-

detention of student leaders. The stu-

seemingly conniving with security forces.

The boycotts have spread to schools
in the East and West Rand. Although
the Soweto Student Congress has ap-

pealed to students to wxite their halfyearly exams it is almost certain that
unless

the

detained

students

are

majority of students
countrywide will ignore this call.
Students at Fort Hare University in
the Ciskei bantustan went on a six-day
class boycott following the detention
of a first year BA student. Sicelo Hela
released, the

detained in terms of section 26 of
the Ciskei National Security Act.

was
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The South African Defence Force

(SADF) is still occupying Turfloop
University in the Lebowa Bantustan.
No mass meetings are allowed on
campus and students have been issued
with ID cards to control their
ment

move-

campus. They are herded
into a hall every weekday and are only
allowed to proceed from there to the
lecture hall and back. Recently a student at that university was severely assaulted on his way back from the lecture hall. He was asked why he was
not in class and when he
replied that
he had a "free lecture" he was beaten
on

up with his assaulters enquiring why
he does not attend the "free lecture".
No SRC is allowed on campus and
some students
reportedly use com-

(room

lounges reserved
visitors) as
bedrooms because of overcrowding.
The SADF is aided in cutting off
the students from the outside world by
the police in the homeland. Recently
the Supreme Court in the country
overturned a ruling by the Lebowa
government indemnifying its police
against being sued for action against
activist and the community.
mon rooms

or

for students to receive

The court declared that women
should have been entitled to vote

during the last election for the KwaLegislative Assembly in 1984.
Because they had been denied this
right the tenure of a large number of
Ndcbclc

elected members of the Assembly was
invalid and the passing of various laws
were void. This nullifies the KwaNdebele governments decision to opt

for independence. Any move by
Pretoria to override the Supreme
Court decision would fly in the face of

very strong feeling on the grounds
that the KwaNdebele government, because of the way it has acted, should
not have any authority.
If Botha, who has indicated that he
intends
to
challenge the court
decision in a higher court, was to pass
laws keeping the Assembly intact it
would show that he wants to keep
them in power at all costs. The reason
a

why the government won’t make
provision for some carctakes authority
administer the area or hold an election in KwaNdebele is because Botha

wants

to

Transkei,

Venda,

and Ciskei - are
on South Africa.

Bophuthatswana
still wholly dependent

Repression is mounting in these
homelands with over 300 people being
detained

in

the

last

month

in

Bophuthatswana alone. The detentions are started, and are continuing,
in the aftermath of the abortive coup.

Corruption,

that has been the
homelands, is continuing with Lebowa under the spotlight.
hallmark of the

The law courts have also dealt the
governments homeland system several
blows. In KwaNdebele
this month the Supreme Court
severe

early
in the

apartheid citadel of Pretoria overturned a ruling by the "government"
denying women the right to vote. It
much a desire to vote in
the homeland system but a way of

was

not so

pointing out and challenging the fun-

damental contradictions in the Verwoerdian dream.
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Pietermaritzburg still remains a
of vigilante actjvity. With

severe area

the regional UDF/COSATU leadership in detention or in hiding the
situation remains explosive. In fact
there are still sporadic clashes resulting in loss of life.
However a semblance of peace
to be returning to the
region
after Chief Buthelezi announced that
he was to rid Inkatha of unruly elements.
Buthelezi made the announcement soon after a
high-ranking
Inkatha official was found guilty last
month of murdering an activist. There
are several other Inkatha members
who are currently facing murder charseem

ges.

ahead with "independence" and is frightened of what
an

election would show about what

Imbokodo

The KwaNdebele government was

closely linked with the Imbokodo
vigilante group which was at the
centre of the huge upheaval in 1986 in
which some 150 to 200 people died.
The Imbokodo has since been out-

lawed, but there

are

repeated allcga-

tions that its members still engage in
violence. It is not surprising because
its members were incorporated into
the
homelands police force by

Brigadier H. Lerm. It is

not

maybe

coincidental that Lerm has now been
transferred to Natal were'the strife
between Inkatha and the people is still

raging.
During his tenure at the helm of the
police force in KwaNdebele Brig.
Lerm

United Action

press

people think of the sham independence.

The homelands (Bantustans) are an
economic and political disaster. The
so-called
independent states

Maybe the government hopes that

Lerm will be able to restore the same
kind of "Law and Order" in Natal that
existed during his reign in KwaNdebele.

to

the

Repression and Corruption

taken to the KwaNdebele homeland
where they were severely brutalised.

banned

all

newsmen

and

strangers from the homeland, and
detained several

people including the
anti-independence
royal
family.
Recently several members of the SA
Youth Congress (Sayco) were picked
up from a hotel in Johannesburg and

Despite the repression the resisparts of the
country has intensified. The fact that
despite court interdicts thousands of
workers observed the stayaway is indicative of the high-level of resistance
on the
ground. The action seem to
have planted the first seeds of united
tance in Natal and other

action between Cosatu and the National Council of Trade Unions

(NACTU). The
soon

was

two federations met
after Nactu announced that it

calling for five days of national

protest action to protest against the
Labour Bill. Cosatu had earlier
resolved to call for a three-day action.
It is believed that the two met in a cordial atmosphere and Nactu agreed to

opt for the three day action too. The
agreement between the two federations has opened the way for a
broader front to oppose apartheid.

Cosatu recently drew up a declaration to respond to 40 years of
Nationalist Party rule. Forty years of
Nationalist Party rule, Cosatu ob-

served, has plunged the country into
state of civil

war.

a

The union federa-

tion also pledged to fight side by side
with other organizations to dismantle

apartheid. It is hoped that the unity as

declared in the Cosatu document will
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serve

as

a

basis to unite the

masses

only on the shopfloor but also in
the community struggles.
The reason why most of the community struggles - for lower rents, the
scrapping of Bantu Education etc. has not been forging ahead, is because

not

of lack of a coherent and cohesive
thrust especially in the rent issue.

groups to
The

The rent issue is still high on the
agenda of the demands of the people.
Despite attempts by the government
to evict people from their homes, they
are still refusing to pay.
The government has tried a number
of sophisticated ways to force the
people to pay and thus recoup the
millions of rands owing. The council
police usually remove the furniture of
the rent defaulter, but as soon as they
lock up the house and turn away their
backs neighbors help the evicted family to move in again.

month the government

Last

em-

barked on a strategy of removing the
back and front doors of families owing
rent, but this strategy failed as neighbors replaced the doors with some of
their own inside doors.

Cutting off electricity of people
owing water and electricity bills has
not helped either because these are
connected by some black council
members who are also street committee members.
But the government is not idle.
While people are organising and

resisting it is hoteling new plans to try
and retain the status quo in the
country.
P.W. Botha recently stated in the
House of Representatives (the sham

parliamentary wing of "coloured"
people) that he was willing to include
one

of its members in the cabinet. The

he made this anis that he recognises that
the tricameral system has failed to win
reason

why

nouncement

support.
Constitutional Proposals
As early as 1986 P.W. Botha announced his intentions to establish a

National Statutory Council.
This
would be made up of leaders from different Communities
and interest

20

RSC’s and already they have stated
that they intend dissolving these ra-

recent

most

constitutional

cially mixed institutions. At RSC
meetings in the Transvaal and Orange

proposals demonstrates the state’s attempts to incorporate Africans into
the government. In the new proposals,
Africans can be appointed to the
Cabinet. So he invited "Coloured"
members to consider sitting in cabinet

the way for future appointments. Also P.W. Botha plans to
delay the all-white 1989 elections due
to the rise of the ultra-right Conservative Party (CP). For this he needs the
support of the House of Representatives to modify the Cons'ilulion, which
has refused to support him unle.ss the
now,

Struggle Over Rent

on

advice the government

constitutional issues.

to prepare

law that confines certain groups to
areas, the Group Areas Act,
is abolished.
While
many
aspects
of the

specific

proposals

arc
tation of the

unclear, the implcmennew

local government

policy is underway and elections for
both black and white local authorities

scheduled for October this year.
long term the state is determined to ensure efficient operation of

are

In the

Free State the CP walked out protest-

ing joint sittings with the coloured, Indian
and
Africans.

government-appointed

Secondly, with regard to the election of black local authorities the state
is concerned that the relative return of
"law and order" established after two
states of emergency will be shattered
if the

existing community organiza-

tions are able to operate. The rejection of local authorities since 1982 has
resulted in many communities being
unconcerned about such elections and
the state fears that these organizations
will be able to re-emerge around a

boycott of the forthcoming elections.
This, with the recent victories of the
CP explains the severe restrictions on
the UDF and 16 other organizations.
The state is hoping to make it possible
for "leaders" to be elected with
reasonable percentage polls in order
to

legitimise local-level government.

Councils

There is also another theory, farfetched as it may seem, that seeks to

reason that the governhas banned several organizations and leaders so as to ensure that
the elections go ahead without or-

explain the restrictions on the 17 organizations. The government was
reportedly told that the UDF and
other organizations were preparing to
participate in the elections. These
organizations
extra-parliamentary
would have swept the boards but
would have then severely embarrassed
the government by refusing to take
their seats thus causing the crumbling
of local government. So in a sort of
pre-emptive act the government
banned the organizations.

the

Regional
(RSC’s).

Service

It is for this

ment

ganised opposition.
Regional Service Councils
The
RSC’j consist of representatives from all local authorities
and are chaired by government ap-

pointees. The effect of the structure of
the RSC’s will be to transfer funds for
the purchase of services like water
and electricity, from the rich to the
poorer local authorities. Representation on the RSC’s is dominated by the
richer
(white) local authorities

through

a

complex consumption of

services based on franchise. Thus
reform is decentralized but remains
under white control.
The
municipal elections pose
serious threats to the government.
First there will be a good chance that
the CP will be able to win control of
many local authorities especially in
the
conservative
towns
in
the

countryside.
This will give the CP

power

in the

Local Reform

These more recent local level
reforms tie in with many of the themes
of the post-1978 P.W. Botha era.
These included township upgrading,
the promotion of the black middle

class, the recognition of non-racial

crucially, acknowthe presence of urban
Africans by granting them rights and
other "privileges" such as employment
and housing preferences. It was
hoped that the black middle class,
consisting of traders, doctors, lawyers,
priests etc. would participate in structrade unions and

lodging
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like
councils.

tures

community, and later town

Upgrading and the removal of barriers to social mobility would create
the impression that the system could
be reformed and create a group of
Africans who could become a force
for "moderation" and "responsibility".
With the rejection of the town councils in 1982 and the militant resistance
between
1984
and
1986, which
resulted in the collapse of nearly all
such councils, the state activated the
National Security Management Sys-

(NSMS). The various organs of
range from the State
Security Council which effectively
replaced the cabinet as the main
decision-making body to the local
mini-Joint
Management
Centres
terns

the

NSMS

(JMC’s) which administer the day-today running of the townships. Although many cabinet ministers sit on
the SSC, so do most senior South
African Police and Army personnel.
The mini-JMC determine areas for
allocation of resources for upgrading
and gather intelligence on political or-

ganizations and activities.
Counter-revolutionary State
Programme
At this
comes

point the State’s strategy bejust ar-

much clearer. It is not

bitrary combination of reform and
repression. It is rather a co-ordinated
counter-revolutionary programme to:
1. Undermine the community organizations by changing or at least
announcing grandiose plans to
change the conditions in the
townships around which residents
were

mobilized.

impose local government structures
to
administer upgrading

2. To

programmes.
3. To eliminate community and political organizations.
Low Intensity Conflict (LIC) is ^

counter-revolutionary
approach
developed by CIA strategists to keep
undemocratic

but

pro-western

governments in power. It has been ap-

plied in El Salvador and the Phillipines to cite only two examples. It
ranges from socio-economic reform to
political assassinations.
Within the white community the
state

needs to

secure
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as

uniform

a

view as possible. Politically, despite
the rise of the CP, the State continues
to view the forces of democracy as its

the universities with the attempts to
further control the media. Both these
sectors deal directly with the realm of

greatest threat. The problem for the

ideas,

lies in the fact that while it needs
offer township upgrading and

prised

state
to

a

realm which has only been

open in the 80s, after the strict
control of the 60s and 70s. National

political "reform" to the black community, unemployment and economic
hardships for farmers have led to in-

Party policy has consistently been attacked by both these sectors. In the

creasing support for the CP. The
state’s version of low intensity conflict
total strategy - does not mean total
repression, rather it means total
political and military warfare. Therefore it remains important for the National Party to secure white support.
An overt military state with an SADF
general as president might not be seen
as the best option by Conservative
liberals in the Progressive Federal
Party, the universities and their backers/supporters in the business arena.

press

-

Control of Universities

White

parliamentary rule remains

of the media, the alternative

case

is losed down or threatened with
closure, telling the commercial press
that the state is determined to monopolise the flow of information and the
terms on which political future will be
debated. The commercial press has

responded with protest, noticeably
more

Mail

over

the threats to the

Weekly

serving the enlightened elite than

the mass orientated New Nation.
The business community which
draws on the skills of the universities
and the information of the Engli-sh

has been offered two
at
this point which
probably mute any queries that it
might raise about the treatment of

newspapers,
concessions

crucial to the State’s total strategy.
This means allowing conservative
liberal dissent, but preventing it from

these liberal institutions. A year or
two ago business clearly wavered and

engaging with other options such as
the ANC in any Meaningful way, and
controlling it when it strays too far.
The government’s recent attempts

ANC is

to

control universities is

a

result of the

state’s view that the liberal universities
are a

potential

source

of opposition.

The universities have different goals
from the National Party, unlike the
Afrikaans campuses which have large-

ly supported the apartheid project.
The state cannot stop the majority
from rejecting the system but it can
stop this rejection from being openly
voiced at the liberal universities. For
this reason pressure is put on the

university administrations to control
protest on the campuses. This leaves
the administrations with the choice of

strayed from the state. Visits to the
an example of such wavering.
Low

Now business is being offered
privatisation and the Labour Relations Bill as placating measures.
Privatisation gains the state money to
pay for township upgrading and
repression, the war in Angola and the
rising costs of their low intensity warfare strategies. Business gains certain
profitable industrial concerns, in sectors that would have required major
capital outlays with low returns on investments. In turn business is required
to stay out of politics unless they are
going to back the state’s strategy.
The low intensity conflict strategy

external dimension. This

retaining control and muzzling political debate, or going against the state
and siding with the
forces of
democracy in a more overt way. The

also has

universities wish to make neither of
these choices but will, like the commercial press, ultimately fall in with
the state’s demands.

sanction-busting.

Media
It is

Censorship

Intensity

ranges

an

from high profile support for

anti-communist Unita to the assassination of political opponents, to
take El Salvador as the model,
intensity conflict threatens to involve us in a long bloody and often inIf
low

we

visible conflict. Its aims are not reformist or democratic but the retention
of control by the current rulers.

important to twin the attacks on
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FROM OUR CORRESPONDENTS

Letter From East Africa
Peter A nyang ’ Nyong ’o
Man: But what’s the
way

When Jomo Kenyatta was first
in as the Prime Minister of self-

sworn

governing Kenya 25 years ago, he rode
around the streets of Nairobi in

an

Land Rover marked OHMS
(On Her Majesty’s Service). White
settlers, standing on the balcony of the
New Stanley Hotel, had no choice but
to watch and applaud this momentous
occasion. In their hearts, of course,
they were burning with anger at the
sight of an African Prime Minister
standing where they expected the
open

Queen or the Governor to be!
It is almost 10 years since Kenyatta

died, and, under President Daniel
Arap Moi, Kenya is still very much the
same. New Stanley is still full of whites
taking tea at ten O’clock everyday. If
you look at them carefully, there is littie apprehension in their faees.
The other day I had the rare oppor-

tunity of stopping at the New Stanley
at 10 for tea
and I eavesdropped
...

into a conversation.
Woman: Now, dear, don’t you begin
that again; I think Pik and the
others know what they are doing.
Afan: I wish they did. The truth, is,

they don’t.

have said that of
your father in 1958 in colonial
Kenya?
Man: My father, indeed. We had no
lesson to learn from. But these bastards have Zimbabwe right there
next to them? We’ve even tried to
tell them to borrow a leaf from our

history.

Woman: Dear, dear, dear. I wonder
when you’ll stop thinking that

people
22

are

farmers,

point of going the
going? Those Boer
God! They are worse

are

my

than peasants.
Woman : Of course it is the Boers who
don’t want to let go. I am sure our
fellow English folks down there
have tried their best to drum some
sense
into those damn trekkers!

Forgive my language, dear.
really get worked up at times.

Man: I

We have a business here which
would do wonders if only these
trade sanctions were not there. We
have a branch in South Africa which
could supply the .whole of this

region if only this political

nonsense

could be swept aside. Those lousy
Boer farmers! And they have the
cheek to blame the rest of Africa for
tribalism. A most foolish tribe they
are!
Woman: No, no, no, don’t get carried

Even though they are that
bad, you can’t call them a tribe; that
away.

is for the natives.
Man: I agree,

but I get so incensed.
Waiter, Nataka chai ingine tafadhali. (I want some more tea please)
Woman: Waiter, na maziwa kidogo
tafadhali. (and some more milk,

please)
Man: Just look at this. There is order

Woman: Would you

own

they

always

so

rational.

here.

Things work. Of course the
streets are no longer what we were
used to, but that’s another story.
Woman: What do you mean another

story. I don’t like these potholes and
all these funny cars whizzing around

town.

Man: We

are

to blame

Woman: We never did this, we never
did that. You are beginning to
sound like one of them.
Man: But we didn’t, that’s a fact.
Woman: Of course, it is a Tact. But
whoever would have thought you’d
have so many natives in...
Man: Kenyans, dear, not natives.
Woman: So many people in this city

nothing

can

work. These streets

for buses, matatus
and what have you! They were built
for just the few of us and our cars.

were not

meant

Afan: Dora, dear,
dad used to say?

do you know what

Woman: About what?
Afan: About people like

is all wrong, and
you’d better realise those good old
days are gone never to return again.
Besides, aren’t you happy we still
have our farm at Nyahururu? And
that old Kariuki is still with us? And
that when we go to the Jockey Club
it’s still the same old Club? And

Muthaiga Club and all that haven’t
changed much? I mean, really!
Woman:

OK, OK. I know. These

people

are generous

Afan:

just

Sure, they need us. But please
set off that attitude. Its the kind

of arrogance that can easily get you
into trouble. One of these days you

Woman: The

really know where

A

they call malatiis.
dangerous lot.
to driving in this

are a

real hazard

but they need

us.

to one

ones

you?

Woman: What?
Afan: Grumbling

with young kids sticking their legs
out of the windows like monkeys!
Man: Which ones are those?

Honestly they

for that. We

planned this city with good
public transportation system.
never

say some obnoxious thing
of the big government men at
the Kentmare Club and then you’ll
may

easily

power

lies in this

country.
Woman:

Henry, dear. Let

me

tell you
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But

something. That is not the kind of
thing that can worry me one iota.
The ordinary Kenyan, of course,
believes

that

he

has

much

they graduate, where will
they find work?
Maybe in South African industries

more

...

serious

things to worry about these
days. A pressing problem is that of
University education. Kenya now has
4 public universities and a dozen
other private ones. Yet, this year
alone, about 7,000 high school
graduates could not find places in the
places for them

...

once

South Africa becomes inde-

pendent. Why not? When, then, is the
OAU going to organize a force from
the rest of Africa
Africa?

to

liberate South

That, perhaps is not necessary. The
Kenya Land Freedom Army (otherwise nicknamed Mau Mau) created so
much problems for colonialism in
Kenya that, within no time, independence had to be granted. Those of

Universities until the President gave
the directive for the public universities
to create

once

somehow.

in Eastern Africa see the growing
intensification of the struggle in South
Africa
a la Mau Mau
is going to
do it. If there is anything that President Moi has been consistent about is
in his condemnation of apartheid. The
us

...

1

...

ANC, at last, has

an office in Nairobi.
quite evident that the Front Line
is moving futher north as the struggle

It is

intensifies inside the fortress of apartheid.
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The other side of
the Lever coin
To most

people Lever Brothers is one of the
largest manufacturers in the country.
But did you know that Lever Mothers is also a
consumer
in fact, a very large consumer?
Lever Brothers has grown with Zimbabwe and
in so doing has become a prime user of locally
produced materials.
From the agricultural sector, we buy raw cotton
seed, sunflower se^, soya bean, groundnuts
and tallow, for the production of a wide range of
consumer products, namely detergents, soaps.
...

margarines, oil, personal

care

and packaged

foods.
For the industrial sector

— chemicals, industrial
detergents, bakery fats, animal feeds etc.

International Quality Standards maintained
by:—
highly qualified staff and st^histicated
equipment.
— accepting International Research
—

Mozambique, Zaire, Malawi etc.
Group exports — over $10 million in 1987.
But that*^ not all
With a progressive and dynamic policy. Lever
Brothers is also a large employer of manpower,
and continues to contribute positively to the
.

.

.

economic and social life ofthe entire community
in 21imbabwe.

contributions.

Countries exported to

—

Zambia, Botswana,
Laver

Lever Birothers...a name you can rely on

^^■^Brothers
M^^BGuaranteed
Product
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BEHIND THE NEWS

Rightists in U.S. Aid Mozambique Rebels
Robert Fear and James Brooke
First published in

small group

of wealthy American
■i*j)usinessmen, ideological conservatives and evangelical Christian missionaries have joined forces in an effort to aid right-wing guerrillas fighting the Marxist government of
Mozambique.
But after a bitter struggle, they have
failed to persuade President Reagan
to provide assistance to the insurgents, whom the administration has in
recent months depicted as ruthless
A

New York Times 22 May 1988

Victims

group.

were

infuriated American lobbyists
for RENAMO, who said it was politi-

cally

motivated

gents.
Administration officials say they
have been surprised by the tenacity of
the guerrilla group, the Mozambique
National Resistance, often called
RENAMO. But the administration

will not deal with the rebels,
less
supply them with
American-made weapons of the type
says it
much

United

States

from

Afonso

Dhlakama, the Military Commander
of RENAMO in Mozambique. Mr.
Schaaf works

closely with Luis B.
Serapiao, RENAMO’s chief spokesin the United States.

meeting would include an official lobbyist of RENAMO. Mr. Carlucci and
other white house officials
’

are

dis-

mayed at his inclusion. We continue
to have no official dealings with
RENAMO as an organization".
James U. Blanchard, a Loisiana
businessman, said he started provid-

ing assistance to RENAMO in 1986
by purchasing medical supplies and
radios for the rebel group. He said he
contributes, about 3,000 dollars a
month to advance the guerilla group’s
interests. For

research centre here. In addition, Mr.

example, he said, he
for the Washington operations of the Mozambique research
center and provides cash payments to
prominent Mozambican refugees sympathetic to RENAMO.

Serapiao said that Free the Eagle had
helped pay some of his travel expen-

Mr. Blanchard estimated that he
had given a total of 50,000 dollars to

man

Mr. Schaaf said that

a

conservative

lobbying organization. Free the Eagle,
provided desks, office space and the
use of telephones to the Mozambique

ses

in this country.

Xn

Astate

Department, Patrick J.
Buchanan, who was then the Whitehouse director of communications,
met

with

a

RENAMO

Da

provided to insurgents in Afghanistan
and Angola.
The State Department virtually
eliminated
any
chance
that
RENAMO would receive aid from
the United States government when it

formation

Fonseca.

representative,
Chester

A.

Crocker, assistant secretary of State
for African Affairs, said the meeting
became the
U.S.

helps

pay

75,000 dollars to aid RENAMO in the

August 1986, according to the

Arturo
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embassies around the world, said:
"Mr. Carlucci did not realize that the

intellectually

and

unspecified content to people in the

que, those supporters recounted their
exploits in the African bush, their efforts to supply field radios and bibles
to the rebels, their lobbying in the
United States, and their dismay at
what they see as the betrayal by influential members of the Reagan administration of the Reagan doctrine of
supporting anti-communist insur-

with a group of conservatives ineluding Mr. Schaaf and a lobbyist för
Free the Eagle to discuss foreign and
military issues. A Whitehouse statement, distributed to United States
met

ment

fectors have shed

In interviews here and in Mozambi-

1987, Frank C. Carwho was then President
Reagan’s national security adviser,

beaten, muti-

group

and statements by several defnew light on its links
to supporters in the United States.

In November

lucci,

lated, starved, shot, stabbed or burned
to death, the report said. The docu-

dishonest.
Thomas W. Schaaf Jr., executive
director of the Mozambique research
centre in Washington, has registered
with the Justice Department as an
American agent for RENAMO. He
told the Justice Department that he
has "conveyed messages and letters" of

bandits.
The trial in Mozambique of an
Australian Missionary who confessed
that he used to work for the rebel

RENAMO.

issued a report last month asserting
that "100,000 civilians may have been
murdered" as a result of widespread
violence and brutality by the rebel

subject of a Soviet DisinCampaign implying that the
government was secretly backing

last two years.
Robert C. MacKenzie, executive
director of a conservative group
called Freedom Inc., said that he and
Mr. Schaaf entered Mozambique
from Malawi in September 1986,

bringing knives, walkie-talkies and
other supplies to the rebels. Mr. MacKenzie said he had made the trip to
assess the fighting there and to meet
Mr. Dhlakama, the rebel leader.
Freedom Inc., gave 15,000 dollars to
25
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r
the Mozambique Research Center in
March of this year, according to

RENAMO. He was recruited by the
Rev. Michael T. Howard said the

industries nationalized by the new
Mozambican government after it

people who work for both organiza-

group

tions.
There are no direct telephone links
from Western countries to Renamo
controlled areas of Mozambique. Mr.
Crocker
said
last
year
that
"RENAMO’s externed wing has been
beset by divisions and appears to lack
reliable links to the RENAMO

had held "tent meetings" for

thousands
delivered

power in the mid-1970s.
Jack Wheeler, director of the
Freedom Research Foundation in La

leadership inside Mozambique".

religious

of

Mozambicans

clothing, bibles and other
literature to RENAMO

members.
Mr.
MacKenzie,

American

and

who

citizen, served

as a

is an
United

States army paratrooper in Vietnam
and then worked in a unit of the

came to

Jolla Calif., visited the

guerrillas in
Mozambique for two weeks in June

1985. When he got back, he urged
Lieut. Col. Oliver L. North to use his
influence to help RENAMO. Colonel

North, who

was

then

on

the staff of

the National Security Council, turned
aside the request. "Ollie was very sym-

RENAMO
leaders
inside
the
southeast African country by making

Rhodesian army, the SPE or service,
that gave training and tactical advice
to members of RENAMO in the late
1970’s. In 1979, he led a raid on an oil

storage depot at the port of Bcira, in

America," said Mr. Wheeler, whose

telephone calls to Zimbabwe and

Mozambique.

foundation studies anti-soviet insurgents around the world.

But Mr. Schaaf said he and Mr.

Serapiao

communicated

with

other countries on the border. From
those countries, he said, RENAMO

supporters send radio messages to the
rebels
inside
Mozambique.
RENAMO has an extensive radio network connecting its headquarters and
bases in Mozambique.
In

a

Oliveira,

recent

a

interview,

Paulo

member of RENAMO

from 1981 to 1987, said that representatives of the group in Lisbon communicated ’ with their colleagues in
South Africa using a telecopier and "a

military cipher machine". Mr. Oliveira
used to be RENAMO’s spokesman in
Lisbon, a good listening post for
developments in Mozambique because Portugal is the former colonial
ruler.

Mozambique, the Australian misAsionary, Ian Grey, was recently sentenced to 10 and a half years in prison
after having been convicted of security
offences arising from his efforts to
help RENAMO. Mr. Grey said,
among other things, that he had carried messages between RENAMO
guerrillas and their American supporters, a charge denied by the
Xn

Americans.
Mr.
Grey was a member of
Shekinah Ministries, a Pentecostal or-

ganization that has been active in
areas of Mozambique controlled by

In 1980,

after Rhodesia had become
the independent country of Zimbabwe. South Africa took over sponsorship of RENAMO. Mr. MacKenzie joined the South African army
and continued to train and advise
members of RENAMO until 1981.
RENAMO asserts that all its
weapons and ammunition, including
machine guns, mortars, rockets and
grenade launchers, have been captured from Mozambican and Zimbab-

troops
fighting
for
Mozambique’s leftist government. Mr.
Schaaf says the rebels receive no aid
wean

from South Africa.
American and Mozambican officials

that South African military intelligence has continued to provide
equipment, intelligence and other
forms of assistance to the rebels, even
though such aid was to have ended
under an agreement signed by South
Africa and Mozambique in 1984. Indeed, the state department says that
the RENAMO insurgents have been
"the primary instrument of South
say

Africa’s

destabilization

efforts

in

Mozambique."
A report prepared by the staff of
the House Foreign Affairs Committee
says that RENAMO has also received
assistance from Portuguese nationals,
in Portugal and South Africa, who
once

worked for Lisbon’s colonial in-

telligence service

or

pathetic, but felt he had to
ccntrate

his

efforts

on

con-

Central

l^red C. Ikle,

an Under Secretary of
JT Defence from 1981 to February of

this
year,
strongly
supported
American assistance for certain insur-

getit groups

including the Afghan

guerrillas. But he said that RENAMO
"did not have enough of a political organization to warrant consideration
for assistanc.". The Mozambican
rebels "seemed to lack a political

structure," and "it

was not

clear how

supporting them would advance U.S.
interests," Mr. Ikle said.
RENAMO has

some

porters in congress, led

strong sup-

by Senator

Jesse Helms of North Carolina and

representative Dan Burton of Indiana,
republicans. "Our policy is not
consistent," Mr. Burton said in an interview. "We are supporting freedom
fighters in many parts of the world,
but in Mozambique we support the
both

communists."
In

a

recent

fund-raising letter, Mr.

Burton denounced "liberal appeasers
in the state department" for their
refusal to deal with RENAMO.
Mr. Crocker defended the State

Department’s policy. He said it was a
myth to suggest that Mozambique
remains "a compliant client of the
Soviet Union."

had interests in
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CONFERENCES

The Political

Economy of The State and Nation Building in
Africa

African Academy of Sciences Special Commission on Africa (SCA) Fourth Symposium in conjunction with the African
of Political Science (Southern Africa) and Southern Africa Political Economy Series (SAPES), 6-9 June 1988,

Association

Harare

After over 20 years of independence, most African countries
have almost lost faith in the state

nation-building. Those who
make public policy, politicians and
civil servants, are quite often held in
contempt - if not total spite - by the
ordinary citizens. Yet Africa cannot
either

without

In order to

as an

agent of

do

the industrialized societies of
and North America.

politicians/policy makers

or state
Africans ignore

the

a) Background of the African
politician

in-

b) Ideoloffcalframework
c) Understanding and approach to
issues

d) Mechanisms ofpolitical activity

economic situation is in Africa, and
while there are predictions
Africa is going to look like by

of what
the next
century, there is a need to realistically
take stock of what has happened and
to deliberately plan for a more positive future. This may require building
scenarios of nation-building, presuming actors and institutions qualitatively very different from what we have so
far been exposed to. The symposium
addressed itself to some of these isunder two themes:

sues

1) The African Politician

2) The State and Public Institutions
Theme 1: The African Politician
The African politician, either

in

civilian clothes or in military uniform,
has more than any other actor in postcolonial Africa been responsible for
the
prevailing rate of national

development, and the stability or lack
of it.
High premium is placed on
politics and power in Africa. Indeed,
entry into politics with many practitioners leads to acquisition of power;
and this in turn leads to accumulation
of wealth. This trend in Africa is the

of what generally happens

SAPEMJUNE 1988

understand, within the

African milieu, the dynamics of political processes and the pathologies inhercnt therein, this theme focused on:

stitutions. Nor can
the
unfinished task of nation-building.
While figures show how bad the socio-

reverse

Europe

in

•

e) Vision (or lack of it)
Theme 2: The State and Public
Institutions
State policies, as determined by

in-

cumbent power holders and the social
forces they represent, usually shape
the
character of socio-economic
transformation in any society. In

Africa, it has often been assumed

or

expected that public policy will aim at
a positive goal, i.e. nation-building.
Reality, however, has flown against
this expectation since independence,
and questions have been raised
regarding the reasons why this is so,
what should be done to make state
fulfill
nation-building
policies

strategies and the context conducive
to this possibility. Our notion of what
constitutes nation-building is quite
often
riddled
with
conceptual,
ideological and historical problems.
as
Understood
narrowly
as

measures

achieve
results.

over

that

examined.

Papers Read:
1.

Archie Mafeje, and NzongolaNtalaja,‘'77ie Idea of Nation-Building; Its Western Origins and African
Applications.

2.
Akiiki Mujaju, Politicians,
Policies and Nation-Building in

Africa.
3. Felix Mnthali, Paradigms of
Mismanagement: Insights from
Annah, Ngugi, Farah and others.
4. Peter Ekeh Tlte African
and the African Crisis.

State

5. Abdelali Doumou, The State
and Nation-Building in Africa: A

the last 25

Comparative Analysis.
The highlight of the conference was
an evening meeting to commemorate

were

the OAU Silver Jubilee which at-

’modernisation’, it has met with great

disappointment

justifying t]ie security of the state than
positive social transformation within a
legitimate political community.
This symposium dwelt on these issues at length and sought to come up
with scenarios for nation-building
strategies in Africa of the 1990s. It
was necessary to see how state institutions have worked in the past and how
they can be made to accomplish the
task of nation-building in a selfcentred process of development.
The apparatuses of state power, and
how they relate to, and interact with
the financial, agricultural, educational, religious, intellectual and other
cultural institutions in the process of
socio-economic change were carefully

it rarely yielded
Taken to mean

years
taken to

intended
political
stability and national integration, it
has been used more as an ideology

tracted

a

large crowd of the Harare

public.
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Democratisation and

CODESRLA

Methodologiccä Workshop on Social Movements, 1-3 June 1988, Harare

At this Methodol 'gical Seminar on
Social Movements iii Africa, 28 research projects, drawn from 14
countries: Algeria, Ethiopia, Kenya,

religious fundamenfalling into
bigotry? How to grasp forms of acstudy correctly

a

talist movement without

Senegal, Sudan, Tunisia,
Uganda and Zimbabwe were dis-

tion, modes of life, forms of mentalkies, etc galvanising a concrete
working class movement? What mode

cussed.

of action should researchers

Liberia,

These

included

three

religious movements, two
movements,

four

on

on

on peasant

student

move-

ments, four on

working class movements, three on bourgeois and business class movements, three on libera-

tion/national

movements,

women’s movements,

four

on

two

on

political

movements, one on "unorganised"
movements, and one country study
projects. The group of carefully
selected researchers was composed of
young women and men of
active social scientists and

politically
university
professors. ZIDS and CODESRIA
provided the group with excellent

conditions for work
*
The three days of intense discussions on problems facing Africa, as
revealed by social movements dealt
with by the projects, left on the par-

ticipants a remarkable impression of
hope for Africa. One was able to
sense a real determination, on the
part of the researchers, to scientifically grasp the African social dynamics,
as revealed by social movements, and
to step up the process of social transformation initiated by the large masses of people through those moveThe researchers discussed
each other’s projects with exemplary
seriousness.
As the object of a study determines
its methodology, the diversity of social
movements dealt with implied very
ments.

methodological problems
needing to be tackled. These ineluded: How to study scientifically a
movement that appears unorganised?
HOw to go to the social movements
(to the field of research) and be able
to grasp correctly their real dynamics?
How to go to the factory to correctly
grasp its political dynamics? How to
complex
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Development in Africa

develop
with correct, critical and
relevant knowledge of the African social dynamics grasped through conto

come

up

Crete

social movements? These and

many

other questions of methodology,

in the broad sense of the term, were
discussed. The participants agreed
that the historical context of social
movements and the circumstances

gi\ang rise to them is a fundamental
starting point.
Judged by what transpired through
the

examination

projects,

of

participants

the

research

agreed

that

there is definitely something wrong
with all African societies and that social movements are the symptomatic

expression of this societal crisis. The
absence of,

and thus the need to

struggle for, democracy was seen as
the centeral problem. Social movements aiming at the necessity for social transformation

in Africa

were

many and varied attempts
struggling for democracy, the
necessary condition to step up the so-

seen as so

at

economically, socially and culturally
emphasised. The task of the social

was

movement

researcher

was seen as

that

of

developing the relevant knowledge
develop and consolidate those
capacities. The development of social
practices through varied Social Movements is perhaps the key to the

to

democratisation
of
our
African
societies.
It was in that spirit that projects on
social movements were analysed.
Those on religious movements, for ex-

■ample, revealed that the erosion of
secularity, dangerous as it is, is
symptomatic of the absence of even
spiritual democracy. The project
emerging through religious fundamentalist movements, despite the
fearful consequences they may bring,
aims at the need to bring democracy
at all levels and fundamentally change
society. Of course, it was also clear
that not all social movements stand
for democracy. The struggle against
the
spiritual
tyranny
of institutionalised Churches conniving
with repressive statist systems was
as related to the struggle for
democracy.
Projects relating to working class

seen

movements

and

even

showed that trade unions

parties have become, in

cial transformation of African neocolonial societies in crisis. There was
no real eonsensus on what democracy
involves: struggle for reforms or strug-

cases, state forms of control,
demobilisation
or
cooptation of
workers to make the latter increasing-

gle for people’s power, or maybe
both?
Although the desire for
democracy may have arisen from
within the masses of the people,the
difficult question which was almost

them unable to control their own lives
and also to meaningfully participate
and orient the shaping of the productive process of the country in favour of
the "marginalised" masses of the

never

dealt with is: how does

one

bring it back inside the people and
consolidate
the
struggles
for
democracy?
The need to develop people’s
capacities for democracy, for the control of their

own

institutions and lives

against the repressive statist systems
that marginalise them politically.

some

ly powerless, and thereby making

people. The social status of the youth
and

women

in Africa

was

found to be

strategical in any attempt to significantly improve Africa. The gender
question and the youth question were
thus seen as crucial to be grasped.
More projects on women’s movements, especially those involving both
women

and men, were called

for.
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^any other questions were dis-

IVAcussed,

I

cannot go through
them all. It is true that at times, the

problematic of theories of modernisation
geared
at
consolidating
neocolonial states in crisis again came
fore.
This is inevitable when the question
of democracy as reform is cut off from
that of social transformation (people’s
to the

power). Some participants were assessing the so-called failures of his-

torical experiences of national liberation movements, for example, in a
functionalist
orientation.
African
states were said to have failed to do
what states are supposed to do! The

anti-Eurocentric critique of theories
and practices of African social formations
or
states
became
again
Eurocentric.
The workshop gave, we hope, an in-

sightful boost to the researchers.
they get back to their working
places, researchers are going to
When

deepen the problematic underlining
their research projects, carry out the
actual research, write up the results

1

and meet again, sometime in 1989, to
discuss the results and determine the

appropriate channels for spreading
them to the masses of people. Certainly, at this meeting, theories of
modernization might not surface
again
Our thanks go to all those organizations, people, etc who made it possible for the workshop to take place.
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GENDER ISSUES

Violence

Factor in the
Lives of Children
as a

Patricia MacFadden

rrthe other day, after several weeks
-1- of tension and anxiety due to the
stress

of

Africa,

relocating from East to West
my two year
old son’s

demands for constant attention had

pushed

the point where, for the
life, I was
going to hit him. I started to lift my
arm and the very act of doing so was
sufficient time for me to stop and consider another,
more
appropriate
means of saving my sanity, and also
responding to the child’s needs, which
were very real. After a few minutes, I
realised that he was behaving in a normal fashion given the circumstances,
me to

first time in his very young

-

and after

we

had settled down in

our

home, he found a myriad of other
things to do and stopped nagging me.
The use of physical force by adults
against children, usually described as
"disciplining the child" can range from
a little slap, which might actually lead
new

to a

situation where the child thinks

slapping is part of a game, thereby
defeating the initial intention, to
serious bodily harm, where the child
suffers immeasurable physical and
emotional damage.
Some people will say that there is a
happy medium between the two positions, and that one must try to be calm
and treat the infliction of physical
pain as a necessary measure. The
philosophical outlook of the parent or
adult towards the child, and the intention behind the beating i.e. the desire
to teach the child right from wrong via
the cane, is supposed to justify its use.
Others will be totally against any form
of physical violence as a means of discipline and control over children, and
30

will

prefer to
patience.

use

persuasion and

Institutionalized Power

Without going into the deeper and
more controversial aspects of each

position, I would like to make the following point. All forms of violence
against children (and other vulnerable
social groups), no matter what justiflcation is given, form an integral
part of the institutionalized power
which is wielded by a few over the
majority in our societies. In a future
article, we will look specifically at
violence against women, and analyse
its socio-cultural, psychological, emotional and ideological dimensions.
For now, one of the most urgent
and equally enraging problems facing
us is the physical, mental and social
abuse and neglect of children in our
societies. When we look with honesty
at our societies, into our homes and
schools,

on the streets of our cities
and townships, we see an ever rising
level of violence against children,
which is frightening.
ut we cannot

B Tut!

stop at saying "Tut!

how awful it

is",

or

"what

a

cruel parent or

neighbour" or even
do something
about it". Trying to convince an angry
parent, (usually a man, as men are
supposed to be the representatives for
authority in the home and wider
society), to stop beating a child (or
woman) does not solve the problem.
"Why doesn’t

someone

The real causes of violence in our
societies are located in the sOciopoliti-

cal, ideological and cultural "baggage"

which we have partially inherited and
which we are presently reproducing
and perpetuating.
Unless we are able to locate the

phenomenon at

socially conbegin to question
of the accepted and unquesa more

texted level, and
many

tioned conventions, we cannot understand or resolve the problem.
Minimal

Children
and most

are

Safeguards

the most vulnerable

helpless members of our
societies, and yet the safeguards for
them against violence are minimal and
often non-existent. In situations of extreme institutionalized violence
as is
the case of South Africa and Namibia,
the children are the most affected and
-

severely traumatized. The consequenCCS of military and socio-economic
violence against the children of
Mozambique and Angola defies all
expression.
ut

in countries where there is

an

B illusion of basic democratic rights,
and the neo-colonial

state

claims

to

represent all citizens, the violence

against children takes on a much
meaning. The attitude of
benign neglect by the state, and the
implicit
assumption
that
the
reproduction of the family (of the
citizens) is the total responsibility of

wider social

those individuals concerned, has led
to a situation where increasing numbers of children are without shelter,

food, any form of security, etc.
without

even

.

.

the most basic of human

rights. The false distinction between
the public and the private provides
SAPEM JUNE 1988

the neo-colonial state with an excuse
not to exercise its responsibility as socalled custodian of the interests of the

citizenry.

In

circumstances,

the

children have the least or no rights at
all. The phenomenon of child sexual

abuse, of both male and female
children, is consequently becoming
more

widespread.

For female children, violence takes
the most horrendous and
most
destructive forms. They are most like-

ly to be raped by male members of the
family - i.e. the father or step-father,
the mother’s men-friends, uncles,
even

older si-

blings. I remember speaking with a
hospital worker in Dar-es-Salaam,
who told me about the
old girl who had been

case

the female child is almost al-

stupid". I resolved there and then to
fight chauvinism and patriarchy with
all my might.

escapes to adulthood,
and more vicious world.

wider

It is crucial for us to release that all
the above mannerisms and the en-

So, let us not delude ourselves.
Sexual violence and abuse of children,

couragement of what is termed "male"
behaviour form the basis for a psychosocial attitude towards women, which

-

into

a

especially female children, is not a
uniquely "Muzungu" or "Mulungu"
phenomenon. It has no colour, but it
certainly has a gender. It is almost always violence by men against the

Right of Ownership

older male cousins and

times

ways too afraid to report such abuse,
and instead suffers quietly until she

of

a

female. Neither is it simply a manifestation of "being sick". Rather it is
rooted in our socio-cultural past and
present,
in patriarchy and the
misogyny which runs through most of
what has been accepted as conventional and we must come to terms
with this in order to understand and
solve the problem.

5 year

Socialisation and Male Power

viciously raped

by her father and had to undergo
surgery to try and repair some of the
physical damage done to her. (The
emotional and psychological damage
is virtually irreparable).

In

conclusion, I would like

to em-

phasise that violence therefore, is

both

tures

public and private. These of
course are essentially false distinctions which serve to mystify the real
nature of male power within our
societies. I need not remind you about
who runs our societies, and the very
few women in positions of authority
make very little or no impact on the

men

status quo.

"IT^en questioned by the police
TV about
his cruel behaviour he
retorted "It is mine, I can do with it as
I like". Ironically, this statement cap-

the underlying belief which most
have about their children and
"wives". The child is really something
he owns, whether he expresses this attitude as viciously as the man mentioned above, or whether it is said

through less \aolent but nonetheless
equally possessive ways.
Like the woman raped by someone
she probably knows or has seen a few

READ

The socialisation of male children
from childhood to be rough, tough,

strong and violent i.e. to be a man, underlies much of the violence just discussed. Maleness begins with pushing
his little sisters and other little girls
over until they cry - then calling them
"soft" and "sissies". Once my older son
told me quite confidently "girls are

socially acceptable and expected
as machismo, and
as violence at a less
accepted and
more often deliberately
unchallenged
at a

level, is expressed

level.
The initial identification of maleness with
"strength" and "force", and
its very clear connection with violent
behaviour is an essential source of the

problem of^ abuse. Combined with
poverty, ignorance, prejudice and
anger, it
can
reach unthinkable
proportions.
rr^herefore, when children relate to
-I- parents or adults through fear and
terror, there is something fundamen-

tally wrong with that relationship.
Many millions of African (and other)
children fear their fathers

-

and seek

sanctuary with their mothers. Why
should fear be the criterion to
measure

one’s

authority and status in

the home and community?
But until we can begin to talk about
the problem, and try to relate to each
other as friends, until our children become our friends and
companions,

(and you don’t beat up your friend all
the time), the.,social crisis in our midst
will intensify and many more generations of children will not know the joys
and sweetness of childhood.
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The

War, Peace and
Development in
Contemporary Africa

hyJohn Sender and Sheila Smith,

by Robert Gabriel Mugabe

Methuen, London, 1986

Development of
Capitalism in Africa

Indian Council for Cultural

Reviewed by

Relations, New Dehli, 1987

It had to happen sooner or later.
Someone was going to write a book on
Africa purporting to substantiate the
Bill Warren thesis of imperialism as

Reviewed by Ranjit Sethi, Indian High
Commissioner to Zimbabwe
To deal with the vast expanse

of
and development in Africa
in just a few minutes demands exceptional virtuosity. And of whom should
one
expect this if not Robert
Mugabe? In this text of the Azad

pioneer of progressive capitalism.

war, peace

Memorial Lecture dehvered in New
Delhi in 1987, we see displayed the
author’s moral vision and intellectual
sinew. The whole text is condensed
out of pertinent thought, exceptional
in today’s vogue of voluminous

publishing.
Above all President Mugabe
about Africa as a responsible

speaks
figure,
vividly conscious of the weight of the
responsibility that all Africans must
accept precisely because of their cruel
historical legacy.
The lecture really contains four or
five selected strokes of the brush. The
author is unflinchingly candid in

describing

as war

the unstable condi-

tions and occasional eruptions due to
African conflicts over the postcolonial settlement of boundaries. He

squarely faces the problem of social
antagonisms and fratricidal disputes
which mar the visage of contemporary
Africa.

has
no
taste
for
monotonous diatribes against external
forces and is able coolly to measure
both past blame and futme responHe

sibihty. While not inchned to lamentations over the past and looking forward to a futme of peace and
development, he does warn against
the residue of colonialism and the

rising menace of neo-colonialism.
Interestingly, and with skill, the
challenge of Southern Africa is left to
the last while he addresses himself to

32

Thandika Mkandawire

Sender and Smith have taken this task

the causes of the instability which has
characterised the evolution of the
African
continent
towards
inde-

pendence and liberation.
President Mugabe warns with telling effect about the vulnerability
created in the continent by the forces
of neo-colonialism, fertilised by the
violent practices and malevolent
ideology of the South African regime.
It is an altogether compelling book,
be read more than once. The
reader leaves it with a sense of
wonder at being able to reach so.
much from such a brief text.
The President was invited to deliver
the Azad Memorial lecture in 1987 by
the then Vice President of India, Mr.
R. Venkataraman, who is now the
President of the Republic of India.
The programme of lectures has
been named after Maulana Abul
Kalam Azad, dominant personahty
to

upon themselves. Significantly, one of
the authors is editor of Bill Warren’s
work.
The first chapter is a straightfor-

ward, if somewhat pallid rendition of
Bill Warren’s tendentious reading of a
Marxist position of what capitalist accumulation
and
its
world-wide

dynamism

It is written

as if
seriously
challenged and there is therefore no
attempt to re- argue Warren’s case in
light of the critique.

are.

Warren’s thesis has not been

The leitmotif of the book emerges
in the second chapter and this is that

trade in the colonial period had effects which were "extraordinarily far-

reaching".

Parenthetically,

the

among the intellectual sjwnsors of independent India. He was an outstanding political seer, who served as Mini-

mobilization of virtually every verbal
accolade
to
the
dynamism of
coloniahsm recurs throughout the
book with a frequency that betrays the
authors own disbelief in the credibility
of their case. Thin on theoretical substance it relies on cavalierly deployed
"facts" to counter all those on the left
who have somehow not held the Warrenite vision.

of Education for several years
and contributed enormously to estab-

Assertion of Colonial Trade

ster

lishing the secular principles of the Indian state by his implacable faith in
the modern imperatives of rational
thought and the moral prescriptions
of
India’s
traditional
tolerance.
Others who have delivered the annual
lectme include Arnold Toynbee, Lord

Attlee, Walter Hallstein, Linus Pauling, Salim Ali, Alfonso Garcia Robles,
Andreas G.

Papandreou.

Linkages

First, the authors seek to establish
that colonial trade had both backward
and forward linkages contrary to
claims by the Barans, Hirshmans and

Rweyemamus, that the colonial export
economy was an enclave. To prove
their claims of extensive backward

linkages
economy,

of the colonial export
the authors include any
SAPEMJUS'E 1988

production unit

-

a soap

an unassorted account of factories
scattered across colonial Africa.

factory here,

groundnuts plant in
Senegal, a tea factory in Uganda - as
evidence of the dynamic links that the
export economy had with the rest of
the economy. The demand for 700
hoes for rice growing in Tanzania over
a
decade is thrown in for good
a saw

mill there, a

measure.

The

case

on

Polemical Fiction

changes in relations of
production in agriculture is told in
similarly extolling terms. Here the
authors conclude, once again after the
presentation of the barest evidence,
The story on

forward

linkages is even weaker.
After exactly two paragraphs of

that "the historical outcome in many
areas in Africa is not in doubt: rural

"evidence" the authors tell us that the
scale and range of forward linkages

relations

"must
in absolute terms and in comparison with
the negligible spread effects associated with pre-colonial (sic) trade"
(p. 29). The reason why the authors
to

seem

The Africa that emerges from this
is one endowed with dynamic

exports sectors, with extensive

fo^ instance, that the es-

tablishment of söap

and furniture factories, brickworks, printing presses,
saw mills, flour mills, oil mills, rice
mills, breweries, pre-cast concrete,

weaving and the 700 hoes
Rweyemamu’s claim of the
perversion of the accumulation
process in colonial Tanzania is patently foolish. The point of contention has

cotton

refutes

been that the export economy

never

failed to spawn
rather that these

such activities but
linkages were extremely weak when compared to the
"historical trends" established by such
authors as Hoffman, Hirshman etc.
and the historical input-output structures

of various economies at similar

levels of development.
A simple piece of evidence of the
dynamics of the export economy

would

have

been

the

share

of

manufacturing value added in GDP or
the share of wage labour in the total
economically active labour force or
some
composite index of these.
However, such evidence (and it is
available) would have been cold comfort for the authors and so they nimbly
sidestep it to harass the reader with
SAPEMJUNE 1988

and

wide-ranging linkage effects and with
a population large shares of which are
wage earners in capitalist enterprises both foreign and domestic. If this is
not a recognizable image of this our

p^llpable underdeveloped Africa
eve of independence, it is largely because it is a polemical fiction
created by the authors for the express
purpose of sustaining a thesis - in this
very
on

t

the

case

the

Bill

Warren

thesis

on

"progressive capitalism".
In the fourth chapter, the post-independence era is presented as a
"decisive" quantitative and qualitative
shift in the possibilities of state intervention which is crucial for industrialization by import-substitution,
a condition which is "central to accumulation in late industrializing
countries". It is not clear why this
should be the case given the encomia

lavishly heaped

on

colonial accumula-

tion.

Surely

if

that colonialism had hitherto blocked.
It is no wonder that these "extremely

rapid" rates of accumulation took
place in the decade immediately after
independence and their duplication
has proved extremely elusive since.
Distortion of Facts

The account of

post-independence
performance consists of
something like this: Take the annual
reports of the World Bank since 1960,
the modal year of Africa’s independence, select a number of
countries and some "social indicators",
"marxify" the language of the Bank’s

economic

account

pieces of evidence is telling is because
they have self-serwngly created a
veritable strawman against whom any
sign of capitalist relations (wage
labour or land markets) or any
"linkage" generated by the export sector (bakery producing wage goods, a
tea processing factory, a railway line
carrying ore) can be used to clinch the

elementary forms of industrialization

changed

production

"phenomenal".

believe that their bits and

argument.
To suggest,

of

rapidly and radically" (p. 28). As for
the process of proletarianization we
are
simply
informed
it
was

from the expansion of exports
be regarded as impressive both

see that "rapid" industrialization was largely a reflection
of the extremely low starting point inherited
from
their
dynamic
colonialism and involved the most

conveniently fail to

the

colonial

export

economy had yielded "phenomenal"
rates of proletarianization and "rapid-

ly and radically" transformed rural
Africa cmd had produced "impressive
linkages", independent states would
be hard put to perform better. In any
case, without indicating clearly in
what way independence has made a
difference and given the position of
nationalism in the authors’ demonology, we are informed that the expansion of the forces of production in
African
many
post-colonial

economies has been

"extremely rapid"
(p. 67). Characteristically, the authors

of

accounts

voila,

you

success

have

a

and fmlure. And,

"marxist" analysis of

Africa’s accumulation ordeal since in-

dependence appearing as a success
except in those countries pursuing the
wrong
macro-economic
policies.
However, World Bank reports have,
until the recent domination of the

monetarists, been

more

cautious in

of figures. The Bank would
not be as foolish as to treat as success
increases in output in cereal production without referring to population
the

use

very sources that these
show that with the excep-

changes. The
authors
tion of

use

only sbe countries (Malawi,

Swaziland,
Burundi,
Rwanda, Ivory Coast)

Cameroon,
output in-

in agriculture has fallen behind population growth. They also
show that close to haK of African per
creases

capita growth rates have been

negative. Such has been the true nature of
"the impressive overall growth of

agricultural output".
Failure to grow is, in the spirit of
the World Bank orthodoxy blamed on
failure to promote exports. The
authors’ ignorance of the African experience emerges glaringly when they
pick on Ghana as an example. They
seem totally unaware that Ghana’s
pessimism about export prospects was
not due to some crazy nationalist notion but a result of some rather painful experience. The Nkrumah regime
with all its nationalist credentials in-
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tact, actually doubled its production
of cocoa between 1957 and 1965 only
to find itself receiving less absolute
revenue from exports.
Even the World Bank has become
less sanguine
about the export

prospects of the poor countries. Ivory
Coast is

today being penalized for its
in export promotion. The
authors praise those countries which
have increased their export incomes
despite declining barter terms of
trade. At the risk of being considered
squeamish by the authors we must
point out that in one case - Malawi this has taken place by lowering the
living standards of the workers during
the entire export "boom".
Why have Africans failed to follow
the correct path of export oriented
growth? The authors argue that the
main culprits are the "ideological
tenets" held by some unnamed composite character made up of Samir
Amin (who is not listed neither in bibliography nor in the index but a
known Sheila Smith’s bete noire),
Fanon, the Latin American "Cepalistas", the Dependencia school and the
"political hegemony of nationalism".
This composite character is against
export orientation and pursues import
substitution in a totally reckless mansuccess

ner.

Role of the

Working Class

This

composite monstrosity is the
of the working class who,
according to the book’s blurb, are
placed in the forefront of the analysis.
As it turns out the placing of the
working class at the forefront is no
true enemy

more

than

a

head count

presumably be those who welcome
their
countries
exploitation
by
transnational

capital as a necessary
of the socialist revolution,
assuming that even that ever becomes
necessary, given the dynamism and

precursor

democratic

thrust

ascribed

to

capitalism. What the authors have
placed on the forefront are not the
blood and flesh working class of
Africa’s "effective reality" but a
teleologically defined working class
perfunctorily dragged in at the end of
the authors analysis to cheerfully assume

the

Warrenite

burden

of

perialism. The book is part of the cultural and intellectuaJ atmosphere
which sustains nostalgic films about
the colonial past, nourishes laudatory
accounts of the economic role and

civilizing mission of colonial rule and
make bashing of "nationalism" a la
rigueur. It is the economist’s version
of "Out of Africa".
*This article first appeared in Africa
Development VolJCII, No.2, 1988.

Elections in Independent
Africa
Edited by Fred M. Hayward, Boulder
and London, West^’iew Press, 1987

"progressive capitalism". The African
workers have to contend not only with
nationalist
obscurantism
against
which Sender and Smith rave, but also

against the parternalism and the
proletariat messianism of a "left" that
has joined the right in its interpretation of Africa’s underdevelopment.
Capitalism is a dynamic system. This it
has proved time and again. It is therefore a question of profound theoretical and practical interests that in some
parts of the world the dynamism of
the system was blunted. Accolades to
capital in general will not do to
answer this question nor will mindless
empiricism of .Smith and Sender conceal the fact of underdevelopment in
Africa. In trying to argue against ihe
"development of underdevelopment"
school Sender and Smith throw away
dialectics and are left with an equally

linear, albeit,

more

ridiculous \iew of

capitalism in the periphery.
Absolves Colonialism

of wage

employees who seem to have no
political role other than teleologically
and paternalistically assigned to them
by the authors. Struggles by workers
against unfavourable trade relations,
transfer of surplus by TNCs, world
recessions, perpetuation of colonial
forms of exploitation, imperialism etc.
is dismissed as merely a ploy by the
national
bourgeoisie to "deflect
criticism by resort to anti-imperialist
rhetoric £uid to blame scapegoats for
economic failure". Consequently any
participation by workers against these
aspects of the system is considered
utopian and an unfortunate capitula¬
34

tion to nationalist mystification.
Class conscious workers would

The significance of this
in its scientific value

book lies
(which is
meagre) but in the fact that it is part
of a genre of current writing on Africa
not

Reviewd

by Nsolo Mijere

Political democratic elections in the
modern democratic countries is a
process on a continuum. The electoral
process stretches from non-competitive to competitive electoral systems.
African leaders adopted political
democratic systems in the 1960s as a

convincing tool for their political
maturity to govern. But after political
independence, Atrican leaders have
manipulated and established new
faces

into

a

western

model

of

democracy. The political class, consisting of the political elites, is the architect
of the
African
political
democracies and electoral systems.
In Elections in Independent Africa,
Fred M. Hayward has collected eight

studies of political electoral sysin eight African states. The eight
states
are
Sierra Leone, Ghana,
case

terns

Nigeria, Senegal, Zaire, Botswana,
Kenya and Tanzania. Ghana, Nigeria
and Zaire are military regimes. Sierra
Leone, Kenya and Tanzania are one
party
states
and Senegal and
Botswana
are
multi-party democracies.

that is intended to unburden the
erstwhile colonial masters of any
sense of guilt they may have felt about
the pain, suffering and dehumanization they inflicted in their past doings
on the rest of humanity. In this new

Hayward states that the primary assumption about political election in

spirit nationalism is discredited as
simply obscurantist and the venality of
some
of the purveyors of this
nationalism is used to completely absolve the object against- which this

importance of popular participation
for good and legitimate government.
Theoretically political electoral systerns are characterized by multiparty
organizations,
free
competition,
honest counting after elections, and

nationalism

was

directed

im-

democratic countries are the consent
of the governed, assessment of political elites by the electorate, public control over government officials and the
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the

winning party forming the
This

ment.

democratic

govern-

ideal

is

manipulated and deliberately compromised in all democratic countries.
The compromise is pronounced in
African political democracies and
electoral systems, among the military
and authoritarian, the one party and
the multi-party democratic systems.
Drawing on Naome Chazan’s work
on the impact of the electoral systems
in

Africa

office

on

holders

and

governments, the editor points at the

following typologies:

are used by the elecpunish or to reward the
politician, and as an expression of
faith in the electoral system;

Non-competitive, to confirm the
status of officeholders with no
challenge to offices and government.

democracy, the system is used to
legitimize critical aspects of its
policies and mode of operations: the

7. Electoral system

broad and solid ethnic coalition ensure the continuation of the political
elites. The opposition has little chance
to unseat the government, and govern-

Semi-competitive, challen^ng
the office of members of parliament but not the control of governin power.

3.

Competitive, with possibility of
changing officeholders and the
government in power.

5.

Competitive, established to
change both the government and
members ofparliament.
These

typologies
demonstrate
stages of political democratic continuum in Africa. All the eight states
claim to engage in democratic elections. The fundamental question that
the authors of the

cases

is why the

studies

in

elites

ana-

non-

democratic
and
manipulated
democratic regimes, in military, single
and multi-party states use the electoral system? Why do the electorates

participate,

in

without

"elections

choice"?

Hayward
studies nine

draws

from

the

case

reasons:

1. Elections for access to power;

Elections

for legitimizing the

ruling elites;
3. Candidates and parties use
tions to "stake out turf;

elec-

Elections

for the purpose of
educating voters in national and
ideoloffcal issues;
5.

English. John Holm concluded that
only 2% of the
voting-age population are eligible for

question, the functions and
meanings of elections in African
states. One important sub-theme concerns the effects of
political competition on the electoral processes in oneparty states, dominant states, limited
multi-party regimes, open multi-party
systems and no-party systems.

Elections

are

public policy;

S A PEMJUS’E 1988

used to

guide

In

one-party democratic continuum,
Tanzanian model seems to be the
most competitive. Joel Samoff states,
the

have

been

a

major source of continuity, legitimacy,
and leadership renewal". The Tanzaniao electoral system has enabled
the citizens to participate in periodic
selection of their leaders.
The participation has facilitated
creation of communication networks
in the countryside. The communication networks have been used to mobilize and politicize the citizens on national and international issues. They
have been utilized for economic

development.
Although elections are controlled
by party delegates, they reflect the
shifting alliances among "poles of
power", which are: single party, the
government, the presidency and local
government and local policies. In
Tanzania one-party democracy, the
voters select

of their
In

a

candidates

on

the basis

expected local role.
multiparty democratic

electoral office.

Autocracy not Democracy
The Zairean system is the most undemocratic and uncompetitive electoral system in Africa. President
Mobutu Sese Seko, however, claims
that the election of the president by
universal suffrage is democratic. He
added that "the raison d’etre of his

great party is democracy". Political
observers have identified Mobutu

Competition

elections

permitted

under these limitations

The authors of the eight case
studies emphasize one or several of
the nine reasons. They analyse the

'Tanzanian

are not

for elected office. Lastly, candidates for the National Assembly
must be able to speak and read

9. Elections are used by the political class to divert public attention

Tanzanian

organizations

to run

ing out" the democratic rituals; and

Competitive, designed to change
regimes but not the office holders.

4.

ment

8. Elections are seen by both political elites and the masses as "play-

4.

2.

is demanded by

the masses as means for redistribution of resources;

central

2.

lyse

tic

from national problems.

7.

ment

6. Elections

torate to

con-

tinuum, Botswana electoral process is
the most controlled. Elections follow
"the letter of the law". The political
elites have designed highly paternalis¬

as

"paradigmatic incarnation of the
autocracy". He is a royalist-styled
patron. Although Mobutu claims to
be
democratic,
he
hated the
Preseworski’s dictum, "love uncertain-

ty and you will be democratic". But
the electoral system has a function of

legitimising, even Mobutu’s royaliststyle patronage. The governed participate in the Mobutu’s electoral systern as a symbol tor future hopes.
Political democracy and the electoral democratic systems in theory
entrusts substantial power to the
governed, but in Africa the dominant
power is with the political elite. The
political elite define, control and
manipulate the electoral processes to
their benefit. In most African stales,
the political elite know the outcome of
the elections before the ballot boxes
are

opened. The electoral

process

promotes the solidarity of the political
class. For the masses, the periodic
electoral exercises are cherished as
the only "shambock to whip" the

political elites and the symbol for
change.
Hayward has made a significant
contribution to the study of African
democracies and electoral process.
He
the

analyses African democracies in
period of at least twenty years of
35
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political independence. The book has,
however, one major weakness, it is not
representative of independent African
states. Out of eight case studies, four
are
from West Africa, one from
Central Africa, two from East Africa

and

one from Southern Africa. The
democracies and electoral process in

Francophone states have almost been
neglected. In Southern Africa, Malawi

spite of these deficiencies, the book is
an important
study towards understanding democracies and electoral
processes in Africa, Europe and the

and Zambia would have made

United States of America.

an

im-

portant contribution to the study. In
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ARTS AND CULTURE

Peace Without Dominance: A
Writer’s View
Chenjerai Hove
When

we say we are not prepared
accept white domination, we are
not prepared to accept relegation

to

into the
seems

backyards of history, it

the West cannot understand

what
we
are
talking about.
Everybody talks about a bloodbath. Privately one wonders how it
is possible for the world to talk
about

a

bloodbath with such great

familiarity and acceptance when
the world has gone through two
world

wars.

The words of South African poet
and novelist, Mongane Wally Serote

speaking to a Europe recently
emerged from the experience of war.
It is assumed that

war

sciences where there

creates

are

none:

con-

the

suffering, the agony, the inflicting of
pain on other human beings.
Such a conscience is not supposed
to sleep after a mere forty-three years,
to Serote, the conscience of
Europe seemed to have gone to sleep

but

three years afterm the bloodbath of World War Two. For, it was in
1948
that apartheid was finally
delivered to the world by its mid-wife,
Verwoed. And the world buried its
head in the sand like the legendary
ostrich.... "what I can’t see, simply isn’t
there". And so apartheid has become
one of the vilest political systems ever
to enter the human political realm. It
a mere

is vile; that’s tragic enough,
determined to remain vile

but it is
or

even

dare become a vicious nightmare to
those who may be standing near it!
The neighbours of apartheid definite-

ly wish
comes

But
peace

had a choice in who beneighbour.
can a writer dare speak of
in these troubled times when

one
one’s
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the likes of nuclear-wielding President Reagan and jingoistic Margaret
Thatcher wield power to destroy at
will what common sense has tried to
value for so many centuries? Serote

Speaks of dominance, of being driven
to the backyard of history. Thatcherite
and Reaganite philosophy strongly
believes that Southern Africa is
those historical and political

one

of

backyards which do not deserve serious attention. Why? Because it happens that
the victims of this bizzare notion of
domination are black. The whites are
to be the riders while blacks are the

ridden, the horses. A friend of mine

casually remarks:
Him: But apartheid, what
evil can justify that thing?

human

Me: I don’t know, but it goes
ther than it seems.
Him: You

mean

fur-

it’s possible to jus-

sense?

tion?
In

Angola, South Africa, fuelled by
supporters, maintains a
military presence butchering Angolans into submission. But the recent
successes of the Angolans backed by
Western

Cuba’s internationalist forces have introduced new thinking in the western

countries supportive of South Africa.
The west eventually has to learn its
own lessons: the people of Southern
are

Study the history of black
people, slavery. Who would have
invented the whole slave trade

ex-

cept those who did?
Him: I see. But if it had been
blacks practising apartheid on
whites in some small European

country what would happen?

Hit-

Him: All the Third World was
called upon to fight Hitler to the
end. To imagine that some of my
own
relatives
died for white

freedom, European freedom, nothing can be more painful than that,
especially when the Europeans

prepared not only to die

for their freedom,
that jewel called

but also to kill for
freedom. It is not
enough to die for freedom; it is heroic
to kill for it. A painful decision to
take, but the history of liberation
movements

Me:

Me: Yes, what would happen ?
ler tried it, see what happened.

South

Africa

tify it somehow using normal common

see what is happening in
Africa as some little scuffle.
Peace. Can a writer take a platform
today and talk of peace without the
dismantling of apartheid and the dismantling of world political systems
based on dominance and exploita-

today

how

all

over

the world shows

they have resisted violence for

only to be faced by a
violence than they
could ever imagine. Take the African
National Congress, for example, nearly fifty years of patient endurance in
order to exhaust all possible avenues

years

and

of

years,

vie + ious

more

non-violence

towards

a

viable

political solution for the people of
South Africa. But they were faced
with

violence more brutal than any
witnessed on the African continent.
For writers and artists in the
a

ever

Frontline States, it
enough to see peace

is probably not
in terms of a few
agreements signed here and there
with defeated racist generals. Peace
goes deeper than that. It entails the
37
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1
removal of alf oppressive forces from
the people of the region. We know
that under the shadow of apartheid,

being black in itself is a crime. It
sleeping with a gun imder your
pillow, yes, you are sleeping, but you
have an instrument of death right
there in your dreams, in your very
nightmares, in your very life.
Ngugi once took Third World
writers to task on this very same issue;
There is no contemporary Third
World writer who can afford to be
indifferent to issues of war and
peace today. His historical memory
would have to be too short for him
your

is like

remember that the last two
World Wars dragged thousands

not to

and thousands

of Third World
of blood
The two
wars were fought mainly to determine which European ruling class
would control the lion’s share of
the resources of Africa and Asia.
The wars were fought to see which
robber would have the monopoly
of robbing Africa and Asia in

peoples into

an ocean
man-made in Europe.

peace.

So,

as

far

as

writers

are

concerned,

pertains to the sharing of

peace

resources, to a balance in the utilisation of human and economic resour¬
ces.

ing to all and sundry through its much

talked about "constellation of states".
But we know that constellation ima

central focus to which other

states would be tied

like the stars of
the universe grouping around the sun
for enlightenment. All the discussions
and negotiations for an apparent
peace are meant to give South Africa
a chance to recover, to lick its wounds
after the shameful defeat in recent
battles in Angola and Namibia. As

Ngugi put it,
must

mean

peace in Southern Africa
"total transformation of

the systems of inequality änd oppression." Hence the task of all progressive writers is to help our people keep
this vivid dream of "transformation"
alive ever in the darkest of times.
Writers must assist in making the

people of South Africa

see

hope

even

in the turmoil and confusion descend¬
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on them by apartheid.
They must also keep the vision of a
free Namibia alive despite the massacres and the many graves which are
meant to bury the hope of a struggling
people. No grave can contain the
hope of a whole people; for its seams

will burst with the flower of

an ever-

lasting optimism based not on the
Reaganite "might is right" principle,
but on the people’s "right is might"
adage, an adage proved everywhere in
history but which the Reaganites and
Thatcherites do not seem to recognise. So writing for peace should

"raising human consciousness to
uncompromising hatred of all exploitative parasitic relations between
nations and peoples within each nation," as Ngugi put it.
mean
an

In any case, to write is to search for
freedom, to search for the truth. In
today’s Frontline politics, it is true
that we have a neighbour who believes
that one’s cleanliness must be dependent on another’s

dirt, one’s health

on

another’s ill-health, and one’s welfare
on another’s misery. That is the prin-

ciple

which South Africa’s apartheid system is built, the principle on
which
all
the
Reaganite and
Thatcherite policies on Southern
on

Africa

are

built. And if writers do not

challenge it,
to

South Africa would like to be the
economic giant of the region, dictat-

plies

ed

hold

own

on

our

to

a

people will continue

distorted vision of their

worth, they will continue to doubt

their own dignity and personal/communal worth so that it will become im-

possible to free them. As Soviet writer
Fazil Iskander

once

burst out:

Creative work has no other context
than freedom. No matter what a
writer writes about, it is only when
the essential idea within what he
writes is freedom that his work becomes creative. We are creative to
the extent that what we create is

freedom.
Yes, we cannot be onlookers as
writers. We have a duty to be involved
with the dreams and aspirations of the

people who

are

the substance of

our

creative work. If we forget that, we
will be swallowed by the monster of
racism which has been unleashed on
this continent by both apartheid and
colonialism. But we have the misfortune of living in a negligent world, an

irresponsible world which can sit back
and watch while

human

race

majority

so

a

small section of the
so much pain on a

inflicts

much neglect,

so

much

institutionalised by those who
wield the power of apartheid. How
else can we interpret it except that it is
a racist world in which the darker the
torture

pigmentation happens to be the
lighter easily mistakes you for some
monster from another planet, deserving to be wiped off the face of the
earth.
It is Chinua Achebe who

once

said;

Equality is the one thing which
Europeans are conspicuously incapable of extending to others, especially Africans. How true that is in the
context of apartheid and the foreign
policies of Britain and the United
States
towards
Never mind the

Southern

Africa.

negotiations and the
manoeuvres of apartheid, we know
that our dream of defeating apartheid
will come across many hur^es disguised in accords and peace conferences.

South Africa is

fighting in Angola to
pressurise the MPLA to incorporate
Savimbi and his army into government. But if the UNITA gangs continue to kill the people of Angola, who

will

they rule, and will they not be
a people they have so
mercilessly butchered for so long?
ashamed to rule

Even
sored

then,

can the American-sponpolicies of the UNITA bandits
be able to improve the lot of the
people.
Frontline politiciems must always
know the many fronts which apartheid
will use to advance that haunting
shadow of apartheid. As long as the
tyranny of the South African regime
continues, all negotiations are like the
silence before the massive political explosion to come. Unfortunately, the
white "tribes" of South Africa generally opt to remain blind, hence the continned
occupation of Angola’s
sovereign territory by apartheid’s
military.
For writers, the task is clear: to continue to keep the vision of am Africa
free of tyranny of any type alive: The
flower of our people’s confidence in

themselves must be made to continue

blooming despite the odds.
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